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PREFACE 

This report examines technical options for modeling behavior of the 
Soviet Union in automated war games for the Rand Strategy Assess
ment Center (RSAC). It proposes an evolutionary development pro
gram for an advanced Soviet model (a "Mark Ill Red Agent"). The 
RSAC is an ambitious multi-year research effort to develop wargame
based methods for improving the quality of strategy analysis for con
flicts up to and including general and prolonged war. It is supported 
by the Director of Net Assessment in the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, and by the Defense Nuclear Agency, under Contract DNA 
001-80-C-0298.

The cutoff time for this report was January 1983. Since that date,
the RSAC has made considerable progress toward building an ad
vanced Red Agent. There have been several changes in the technical 
design, but the principal ideas laid out here continue to apply. 

Comments and inquiries are welcome and should be addressed to 
the authors or to Dr. Paul K. Davis, Director of the Center. Related 
research is reported in the following Rand publications: 

Paul K. Davis and James A. Winnefeld, The Rand Strategy 
Assessment Center: An Overview and Interim Conclusions 
About Utility and Development Options, The Rand Corpora
tion, R-2945-DNA, March 1983. 

William L. Schwabe and Lewis M. Jamison, A Rule-Based 
Policy-Level Model of Nonsuperpower Behavior in Strategic 
Conf1,icts, The Rand Corporation, R-2962-DNA, December 
1982. 

Carl H. Builder, Toward a Calculus of Scenarios, The Rand 
Corporation, N-1855-DNA, January 1983. 

Paul K. Davis, Concepts for Improving the Military Content of 
Automated War Games, The Rand Corporation, P-6830, 
November 1982. 
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SUMMARY 

This report describes Rand's proposed approach for building an ad
vanced "Red Agent" computer model to describe Soviet behavior in 
the context of an automated war game. Rand's Strategy Assessment 
Center (RSAC) is developing automated war games as a potentially 
revolutionary tool for strategy analysis.[1) 

The advanced (Mark ID) Red Agent described in this report will use 
and extend state-of-the-art artificial intelligence techniques to pro
duce an extremely flexible model able to reflect the best-estimate and 
contrary-view concepts on likely Soviet political-military behavior in 
major superpower conflicts. 

The role of the Mark III Red Agent will be quite demanding. The 
Red Agent will, for example: 

• Make decisions at the level of strategy and operational art for
allocation and employment of ·forces in conflicts up to and
including general and prolonged nuclear war-i.e., decisions
involving disparate force types in many different regions.

• Base decisions not only on the current state of the world, but
also on projected actions by the United States and nonsuper
power countries, and on projected outcomes of ongoing or
anticipated battles.

• Adjust its projections as conflict continues and it learns more
about actual U.S. strategy and other factors.

Rand's approach to these matters places heavy emphasis on qualita
tive factors that go well beyond the technical criteria used in standard 
models. For example, the Red Agent's decisions must reflect judg
ments about U.S. and allied intentions and will. These judgments are 
based both on Agent predispositions (as inputs) and on objective in
dicators arising in the course of the war game (e.g., U.S. decision 
times, decisiveness, and success in rapid mobilization). 

There are two aspects to the development of an advanced Red 
Agent. The first is technical: The model must interact effectively with 
computational models representing the United States and other coun
tries; its decisions must be readily understandable (i.e., the underly
ing rules should be able to be recalled in interactive operations); and 
it must be able to readily accept changes in individual decision rules 
or even changes in patterns of Soviet behavior. Indeed, the model 
must permit occasional human intervention or even free-play by bu-
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man teams for many decisions. Second, the model's rules must reflect 
the best information available on Soviet doctrine, Soviet-style strat
egy options, and other Soviet decisionmaking characteristics. In 
fact, different sets of rules will be necessary for different estimates 
of Soviet character. 

After reviewing the artificial intelligence techniques used in other 
ambitious applications, and after substantial debate about how best to 
accommodate expert military judgment on war fighting at the level of 
strategy and operational art, we have settled on a hybrid approach 
combining and extending the techniques of scripting and goal-direct
ed search. In our context, "scripts" are closely related to militarily 
credible war plans. Military experts will prepare a range of possible 
Soviet high-level war plans and identify as many plausible branches 
as possible-including controversial ones. These will then become the 
basic framework for the Red Agent's scripts. These scripts will take a 
building-block form that can be used in a variety of circumstances. 
This requires the Red Agent to be able to tune the scripts to the occa
sion (e.g., allocate forces appropriately, time actions, etc.) while keep
ing the underlying goals firmly in mind. Some of this tuning will be 
inherent in the scripts, in the form of condition-action rules triggered 
by the situation encountered, and some tuning will be accomplished 
through the use of goal-directed search techniques. For example, if 
essential objectives are not satisfied in the projected outcomes, the 
search techniques will be used to modify the script actions systemati
cally. 

The advanced Red Agent will also have a three-level system struc
ture to better distinguish the types of decisions ordinarily made at the 
national-command, area or functional command, and tactical levels. 
This compartmentalization of knowledge in the system should facili
tate expert interaction during rule entry. Experts entering informa
tion will have to consider only those situations and rules relevant to 
their specialty areas. The multilevel system should also be instrumen
tal in capturing U.S. and Soviet asymmetries in decisionmaking. 

We plan to develop the Red Agent in an evolutionary manner. We 
will first demonstrate a prototype system (which we term the Mark 
111.1) with a limited number of scripts applicable to a single escalatory 
conflict involving Southwest Asia and Western Europe. This initial 
system will be highly interactive, with frequent adjustment of rules 
until effective and credible decisions are produced. The behavior of 
the Blue Agent, the Force Agent, and the Scenario Agent will be high
ly constrained. In the mature Mark III system, the other agents may 
be unconstrained, or in certain modes, they may be free-played by 
human operators. During analysis functions with the mature system, 
the human operator will act more as manager than participant. The 
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system design will allow the op�rator to define the conflict situation, 
monitor the system's choices, intervene when problems arise. query 

the logic behind choices, and request various types of analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report examines design options and describes a proposed con
figuration for an advanced Mark III Red Agent in the Rand Strategic 
Assessment Center (RSAC). This Red Agent, responsible for modeling 
Soviet strategic decisionmaking, has a complex and multifaceted role. 
It must orchestrate strategic and tactical planning for all Soviet forces 
in all theaters. It must manage intelligence gathering, execute ac
tions, and monitor outcomes, while adjusting its behavior when new 
situations arise. The Red Agent must produce a trace of its actions 
and processes and facilitate human interaction. Also, the design for 
the Red Agent should be applicable to the complementary Blue Agent 
!modeling U.S. strategic decisionmaking). Thus the structure must be
sufficiently flexible to reflect highly varied decisionmaking processes
and behavior.

The Red Agent is one of the major components of the RSAC's auto
mated wargaming system, a system intended to facilitate develop
ment, testing, and analysis of strategic and tactical military plans. 
This system attempts to combine the .analytic virtues of computer 
simulation and modeling with the richness of traditional political
military war games.[!) During initial development phases of the 
RSAC, Rand demonstrated the feasibility of replacing the players in 
the traditional war game with programmed automata-automated 
computer-based problem solvers capable of simulating the processes of 
strategic decisionmaking. We refer to these automata as the Red 
Agent (representing Soviet behavior), the Blue Agent (representing 
U.S. behavior), and the Scenario Agent (representing the behavior of 
all other countries). Additionally, the system includes a Force Agent 
responsible for outcome calculation-Le., estimating the status of all 
forces and targets and describing conflict outcomes-and a Systems 
Monitor for keeping track of timing, moves, and historical records (the 
Scenario and Force Agents and the Systems Monitor are described in 
Refs. 2, 3, and 4). In this report, we describe a proposed new structure 
for the Red Agent and specify some of its interactions with the other 
system automata. 

Our proposed design for the Mark III Red Agent will require several 
advances over the current state of the art in knowledge engineering 
and planning systems. The problem domain, multitheater strategic 
and tactical decisionmaking, has to our knowledge experienced no at
tempts at full-scale automation. Compounding this, the RSAC system 
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has special requirements of transparency, repeatability, rapid turn
around, and interactive ease. To achieve these objectives, we propose 
a hybrid approach, new to automated planning, that combines the 
artificial intelligence techniques of scripting and goal-directed search. 
Scripting involves specifying time-tagged sequences of actions to 
achieve specific goals.[5, 6, 7) The Red Agent selects different paths in 
a script and different actions depending on the situational conditions 
encountered. The proposed system then performs a simulation-based 
look-ahead of the scripted actions and uses goal-directed search tech
niques to modify the actions wh.en goals are not achieved. 

We outline a development cycle for the Mark III system that begins 
with an initial prototype system useful in a limited domain. This ini
tial system will rely heavily on human input of key decision parame
ters. Following a period of expanding and refining the system rules, 
we plan to implement a fully automated system capable of modeling 
and analyzing many types of strategic conflict (up to and including 
prolonged general war). 

CHOICE OF A TECHNIQUE FOR RED AGENT 
AUTOMATION 

During the course of our development of the Red Agent, we exam
ined several established methodologies that might be applicable to 
automated strategy-level war gaming. These included search tech
niques,[8, 9) production systems,(10, 11, 12) script-based approaches, 
(6, 71 decision analysis methods,(13, 14] and pattern classification 
techniques.(8, 15) The choice of method is extremely important, as the 
task is on the order of such major artificial intelligence systems as 
MYCIN,(16) DENDRAL,[17) or HEARSA Y.[18) Appendix A discusses 
the relative capabilities of each of the methodologies for automation of 
the Red Agent and rationalizes our hybrid choice. The criteria we 
used for selecting a technique are given below: 

• Multilevel Structure. The system design should reflect several
organizational levels, each with its own structure, responsi
bility, and links to the other levels.

• Transparency. The system's actions should be easily under
standable. This requires maintaining traces of all decisions
and showing the instant situation, the options considered,
the reasons for choosing each action, the time the action was
executed, and the outcomes. Transparency also requires easy
interpretation and modification of agent rules by experts.
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• Repea.ta.bility. The system must act consistently, replicating a
planning action when an identical situation is encountered.
This is essential for comparing alternative strategies.

• Credibility. The system must act in a manner consonant with
judgments by experts on Soviet military style.• Although the
system is not intended to precisely simulate Politburo
decision.making, its choices should accord with those made by
Soviet strategists in actual past conflicts (e.g., Hungary in
1956). At the same time, the system must respond in a
reasonable manner to totally new situations. It must be able
to generalize its behavior using some form of similarity
measure to known situations.

• Ga.ming Ca.pa.bility. The system should explicitly model the
opponent's actions over several cycles (of game play). We ex
pect that nongaming decision rules attempting simply to
match the current situation without modeling opponent re
sponses will fare poorly compared with a gaming problem
solver. A balance must be struck, however, because real
world decisionmakers (or organizations) are highly limited in
the amount of opponent modeling they can perform.

• Speed. The system must respond within minutes of being
presented with a problem situation. Because of the large
number of action specifications and look-aheads present with
each move (on the order of dozens to hundreds), this will
necessitate efficient communications between system ele
ments, rapid computations by Force and Scenario, and early
pruning of nonviable options.

• Treatment of Uncertainty. Although the responses of the sys
tem must be replicable, the system must model an uncertain
environment. The status of enemy forces, the opponent
"will," and the political climate must often be estimated from
unreliable, outdated, and conflicting information. In its
mature version, the Relf Agent must thus represent and
update uncertainty estimates.

• Ability to Event-Step. Time must be explicitly represented in
the modeling process, but stepping the system forward in
short, discrete time increments may be inefficient. Events oc
cur sporadically in a strategic conflict. Stepping the system
forward by events may reduce the processing load considera
bly compared with a time-stepped process.(21) Event-step
ping may, however, require extensive calculations to
determine the quiescent periods between steps.[22)

1 A great deal of information is becoming available on this subject, some in the form 
of doctrine, and some in the form of exercise behavior {see Refs. 19 and 20). 



• Distributed Commands. At the area or functional level, the
theaters may act quite independently. Each theater (e.g.,
Western Europe, Thrace) receives its commands from the top
level strategic planner, then invokes the needed actions
based on the local situation. If problems develop, the theater
command may send messages horizontally to his analogues,
or vertically to the strategic planner, depending on the com
mand structure and the situation. Asymmetries between U.S.
and Soviet decisionmaking may be modeled by changing the
responsibilities at each level and the rules for communicat
ing between levels.

• Interactive Human Interface. Among the RSAC objectives are
the support of interactive sensitivity analyses and the model
ing of hypothetical situations input during a run. The system
manager must be able to interactively input modifications to
key parameters and view the results graphically or textually.
Experts should also be able to interrogate the system regard
ing reasons for action selection.

From the viewpoint of computer science, the most important of the 
above technical requirements for the Red Agent (and for the RSAC 
system as a whole) appear to be reasoning capability, transparency, 
response time, and ease of interaction. These characteristics are es
sential to the task of systematically generating and comparing strate
gic planning options. Our analysis of the several approaches (see 
Appendix A) indicates that a generalization of scripting is the most 
effective method for for representing the complex, time-sequenced ac
tions of the Red Agent. Scripts efficiently and transparently show the 
progression of action selection and branching under changing condi
tions.[6, 7) Scripts maintain a context, so that matching of actions to 
situations is much less cumbersome than in other methods, and move
to-move consistency is improved. Still, we need to augment the script
ing approach using such techniques as condition-action rules to adjust 
script behavior in changing situations and goal-directed search to 
modify actions when projections indicate that goals will not be met. 

PROPOSED APPROACH 

Our planned approach for the Red Agent uses branched scripts
sequences of connected, time-tagged actions with branching points. 
Experts first prepare such scripts for each major strategic option and 
area, such as an invasion of Afghanistan, an invasion of NATO 
Europe, or an initiation of intercontinental nuclear war. The Red 
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Agent follows the actions specified in the script, filling in details and 
taking branch options as they are encountered. During this process, 
the script specifies goals to be achieved by certain times. The Red 
Agent uses feedback mechanisms to modify script actions until these 
goals are met. For example, the Red Agent may reach a script point 
calling for use of strategic nuclear weapons. In look-ahead, Red con
siders a worldwide countermilitary strike, with the goal of limiting 
Blue's retaliatory capability against military targets to a given level. 
Depending on such game indicators as Blue state of alert, Red's model 
of Blue may indicate a Blue launch-under-attack that would partially 
thwart Red goals. This might cause Red to backtrack and use an addi
tional strategy of blinding U.S. early warning systems. 

Our proposed Red Agent has three interacting levels to execute 
these scripts, much like the hierarchies found in military chains of 
command. The top level, corresponding roughly to the national com
mand level (NCL), examines the situation and selects the script best 
suited to the situation and the Soviet goals. The middle or area com
mand level (ACL) is composed of separate planners for each functional 
area or theater. The ACL planners develop and refine the war plans 
for their area of responsibility (subject to objectives, constraints, and 
interface requirements). The lowest level is the TCL or tactical com
mand level. This level applies appropriate tactical doctrine to the ac
tions and interacts with the Force Agent to project outcomes and 
execute the actions. 

The data flows among the three levels are arranged in the following 
manner. After the NCL selects a script, it allocates resources (troops, 
armor, equipment) to the various ACL planners and passes them the 
actions and time-tagged goals specific to their areas. Each ACL plan
ner refines the actions passed to it, calculating action times and fill
mg in force levels and action types. As the action times are reached, 
the actions are then passed to the TCL, where the outcomes are simu
lated by Force Operations and the results entered provisionally into 
the Red Agent database. The three levels are not completely separate, 
of course. They all reside in the same program as distinct sets of rules 
called by the Red Agent scheduler, and they all have access to the 
agent database that describes Red's beliefs about the current situa
tion. 

During the script simulation process, the proposed Red Agent not 
only fills in its own actions but also predicts the responses that Blue 
will make. Using its estimate of Blue strategy, Red fits a Blue script 
at each update of the situation and enters its estimate of upcoming 
Blue actions provisionally into its world model. At the next Red move 
point, the Red Agent continues its specification of its own actions in 
the simulated future. The Red Agent schedules its various activities 
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through use of a number of different tests-branch tests, continuation 
tests, move tests, and goal evaluations. 

The Red Agent operates in two modes-look-ahead and actual time 
operation. During look-ahead, the Red Agent simulates its own and 
Blue's actions, predicts outcomes using the Force Agent, and adjusts 
its behavior by modifying earlier actions. This is all done with time 
frozen (no actual game time elapses). During actual time operation, 
the Red Agent executes its actions, observes the Blue responses, and if 
necessary initiates a new look-ahead cycle. 

The scripts themselves act as building blocks, and may be linked 
together in a scenario. Different scripts may be used for different 
areas of conflict such as Western Europe and the Pacific, and for dif
ferent levels of escalation such as conventional warfare, theater nu
clear war, and strategic nuclear war. Each script has its own goals 
and action sequences, along with rules for coordinating with the ac
tions of other scripts. 

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

Our design for the Red Agent will require augmentations in the 
capabilities of the other agents and in the human interface. The Sce
nario Agent, responsible for all nonsuperpower military and political 
actions, must be quickly able to predict responses to each given pro
jected situation. It may be necessary, in fact, to encapsulate some of 
the scenario rules into the Red Agent to ensure rapid response. Force 
operations similarly must act quickly, calculating the results of many 
projected engagements. The Force Agent must also refine actions by 
applying local tactical doctrine and checking for satisfaction of critical 
assumptions. The human interface, finally, will have to be enhanced 
by including provisions for graphical and textual display of progress 
along the script, by allowing operator input of rules, parameter 
changes, and queries, and by providing graphic display of sensitivity 
analyses of key parameters and assumptions. We will describe each of 
these characteristics in detail in later sections. 

DEVELOPMENTAL PLANS 

We expect to implement a very limited version of the Mark III Red 
Agent late in FY83. This initial system will have a limited number of 
scripts applicable to only one or two simplified cases (e.g., territorial 
acquisition options in the Persian Gulf area and strategic nuclear 
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war I. We will simplify Lhe simulaLion demands in Lh1s sysLem by mak
ing the possible Blue responses known to Red, by specifying all move 
and evaluation points, and by precalculating many of the required 
Force and Scenario inputs. We will use this simplified system in an 
interactive testing mode-systematically assessing the quality of the 
Red choices and adjusting the rules and database entries on-line until 
the system produces effective strategic plans. The main experimental 
variables in this exploratory phase will be the initial conditions
force levels, political situations, alliance structures, and agent char
acter. 

We will schedule more traditional experimental studies following 
the shakedown period, involving complex multitheater situations, es
calation through different weapon levels, and unconstrained Blue re
sponses. We expect the system to evolve forward through expert input 
of new data, action rules, and control parameters. 



II. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND THE RSAC

The Rand Strategy Assessment Center is a system built around an 
automated political-military game.[1] The intent of this automated 
system is to retain the structure of a traditional political-military 
game but provide the ability to replace the free-play teams with pro
grammed agents. Such a structure allows much of the rich contextual 
complexity of free-form gaming but, by replacing humans with auto
mated programs, has much of the replicability and rigor of analytic 
modeling. 

The RSAC will provide a tool for analyzing Soviet decisionmaking, 
developing U.S. strategic plans, and testing the robustness of those 
plans under different assumptions. It may be used to evaluate alter
native force structures, determine needed acquisitions, and guide de
ployments. Accordingly, the Red Agent must accurately simulate 
many aspects of Soviet behavior during military conflict situations. In 
the early phases of system development such simulation was done on 
a shared control basis, with teams of human experts accepting ma
chine recommendations and selecting appropriate options.Cl, 2] In the 
Mark III system, we will more fully automate the Red Agent's deci
sionmaking and enhance the facilities for close human interaction. 

GAME STRUCTURE 

The essential structure of the RSAC political-military gaming sys
tem is shown in Fig. 1. The Blue team plays the role of the U.S. 
national-level and theater-level decisionmakers, and the Red team 
plays comparable roles for the USSR. The Force Agent is responsible 
for force calculation and execution of military actions called for by the 
other agents. The Scenario Agent is responsible for generating all 
nonsuperpower political information and actions. In effect, Scenario 
portrays the worldwide political situation to the adversaries. The Sys
tems Monitor coordinates the game communications, maintains data
bases, and keeps the game clock and records. 

Moves in a game exercise are performed sequentially. After each 
adversary (Blue or Red) move, the Systems Monitor advances the 
game time and game step, Force Operations updates the military 
situation, and Scenario updates the political situation. This procedure 
sequences the control functions and allows step-by-step recording of 
exercise events for subsequent analysis. 
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The development of the RSAC is now in its second phase. Mark I 
resulted in the demonstration of a rudimentary system that proved 
the feasibility of automating one or more of the components of the 
traditional political-military game. This system consisted of a combi
nation of automated pattern matching algorithms augmented by ex
pert human input. The Mark II system, which recently completed 
testing, enhanced the automated planning functions of the Mark I 
system by including rule-based refinement of actions and by adding a 
tactical decision level. The Mark II system also increased the capabili
ties of the Scenario Agent to produce responses automatically and 
incorporated some marginal improvements in the Force Agent's 
capabilities. The Mark m system, now in development, will further 
automate the strategic planning process by specifying actions in the 
form of scripts, by systematically modifying actions to achieve specific 
goals, and by utilizing a three-level structure that more closely ap
proximates the dynamics of military decisionmaking. 

In the Mark I system, some of the system operations were simulated 
using human input so that resow-ces could be concentrated on auto
mating the Red Agent. Choice of actions in the Red Agent involved a 
computer implementation of a production system, using the If-Then 
format. The if-conditions were specified in terms of some 15 different 
situation descriptors. The Red database comprised a set of several 
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hundred such situation descriptions with action instructions asso'

ciated with each one. The Red control system would invoke a pattern
matching process, finding the best match to the situation descriptors.
The four best fits (in the sense of a weighted distance measure) were

shown along with their action instructions to the Red operator who

would then implement the best fit action considered appropriate. This
procdure worked well in a demonstration exercise, showing reason'

able choices of high-level strategic actions.
The Mark II system improved on the.initial version by incorporat-

rng nrle-based syst€ms supporting the Red, Blue, and scenario

Ajents. These systems specified action details based on matches of the
projected situational conditions to the rule antecedents. Some of this
irll-Uasea decisionmaking required extensive look'ahead calculations
from Force. Unfortunately, this approach was limited as it had little
representation of past or future. The only factor assuring continuity
*as use of antecedent conditions such as, "If you are on script A and

this condition applies, then take action A3." A maior role of the Mark
II system was as a tcstbed for some of the Mark III features. The rules
forlction specification were roughly equivalent to the slot specifica'
tion nrles to be used in the Mark III system. The Mark II system also

compartmentalized some of its functions into two decisionmaking lev'
els, iresaging the three-level organization of the Mark III system.

The Maik III system is targeted to be a mature automatcd system

for developing and testing strategic planning options. The human op-

erator wili acl as more of a manager than a participant, defining the
conflict situation, monitoring the system, intcrvening when problems

arise, querying the logic behind choices, and requestiug analyses. The
task for the altomated system is fairly diffrcult, as the Red Agent
must plan and coordinate all Red military and political activities, al'
locats limited resources across dilferent theatcrs, manage communi'
cations with all affectcd countries, predict Blue responses, and

maintain a dynamic model of the developing worldwide situation. The

cost of this greater power and depth of analysis may be a loss in speed.

The Mark I1I system will require much fastcr resPonses from Force

and Scenario than the previous systems and will have to perform its
look-ahead and planning operations much more efliciently'



III. PROPOSED SCRIPT.BASED SYSTEM

We selected a branched-script approach for automation of the Red

and Blue Agents, as this methodologT best satiEfies the systtm re-

quirements outlined in Sec. I. Appendix A gives a detailed comparison

of tn" applicability of this and- the other approaches we considered.

ttre Uranctred-script approach uses time'tagged actions with branch'

ing points.t$l Howevei, the traditional use of scripts as immutable

sei,rtn."t of actions is broadened in our work to include modification
of 

'actions when goals are not met. The Red Agent lirst selects the

script itself according to specilic situational criteria. Condition-action

rules and algebraic calculltions then specify the variable- elements of

rhe script aJit ,rrfoHs over time. We will elucidate all of these script

application characteristics below in a component'by'component d+
scription of the proposed system. section w will then give a mone

.o.pl"t" view oi the methodology by tracing an example scenario

based on a hypothetical strategic'nuclear conflict'

MT'LTILE\IEL STRUCTURE

Figure 2 shows the three interacting levels of the proposed Red

Ageit problem solver. The three levels correspond to (1) national
policymaking, (2) theater military command in each function or area,

and igl tactical force application at the operations level. At the top'
most level, the nationai command level (NCL) is concerned primarily
with the best aaalytic war plan to use in the current situation't This

analytic war plan i! embodied in a set of coordinated scriptschosen for

the 
-various 

iheaters along with goals that must be achieved by

specified times. A script is i segment of the analytic war plan, fleshed

out to inctude tactical as well as stratcgic actions'
The second level, the area command level (ACL), is where most of

the action specilication activities take place. Ttris level fills out the

scripts 
"..oidirrg 

to the situation in each theater and repeatedly re'
qu".tt simulations of its choices by tlre third level (the tactical com-

mand level or TCL). At key times, the ACL makes an evaluation of
the progress achieved. If the script does not sulficiently achieve the
goats iri the simulatcd future, the ACL mdres a new attempt to fill

-EI*r. analpic is used here because an analytic war plan- contains oontingencry

pf"ni'loi a *iaiiang" of poesible situations and is structurcd to acoommodatc the

requrrements of analysis supported by automated gaming'

ll
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,ut the script. The new attempt may involve new times of application
,f actions, augrnentation of force levels, or specification of new ac.

rons. If none of the attempts to modify the script achieves the goals,

hen the NCL reallocates resources or tries a new script. If the script
.atisfies the goals in look-ahead, the NCL accepts it and the script
)ecomes an operations plan.

The NCL also uses scripts to predict the actions of the adversary
)lue Agent. The NCL examines the projected situation following its
,*n actions, compares the situation with triggering conditions for
Slue responses, ar,d activatcs one or several Blue scripts. The NCL
.rmulatei forward the Blue scripts just as it does the Red scripts, and

t makes plans for each possible Blue response.

The Red Agent's multilevel stnrcture is advantageolls, as it allows
rs to partition knowledge into discretc pieces amenable for entry by
.xperts in the area or function addressed. The rules for NCL plan-

ring, ACL action specification, and TCL force application are each

,epirate, making operations modular and transparent. The multilevel
.tructure results in proce$sing elliciency because t}e Program
.earches a problem.specific subset of nrles only during planning. The
nput of ruies by experts is also simplified as the experts need to con'
.rder only a single llvel. Finally, this structure appears to correspond
vell to eiistirrg systcms for strategic and tactical planning, parallel'
ng some of thJforms of feedback nrnning between military command

evels. We should be able to capture the asymmetries between Red

rnd Blue decisionmaking using different versions of the same mul'
ilevel stnrcture.

l3

iCRIFT ELEMENTS

A script is a sequence of one Agent's actions and branching options.

ihe actions and branching options are independent of the Agent's
haracter (risk-aking, opportunistic, risk'averse, etc., which we term
he choice of "Ivan" for the Red Agent). That is, the same options are

rvailable to any lvan. (The Blue Agent is "Sam.") However, the goals

or the script and the nrles for refining actions and choosing branch'
ng options are highly dependent on the Agent's character-
A branch is a decision point at which one of several distinct se-

tuences of actions must be chosen. The sequences may be different
racks within a script or may involve a jump to a different script en-
rrely.
An action itself is a detailed description of how and when some

rngle military or political act must be performed. The action is de-
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hned in terms of a constant "body" and some variable "Slots." which

;;if, ;tn aeuits (timing. firicc-lcvcls, lrrcutton) thut depend on

,["-rii,r"tional condition, pr"r"nt when the action is activated' Suc'

."r"i"i-"i".ution oittr" ".tiot" 
depends on the accomplishment of

;;;L;ntial, time-tagged objectives associated with the script'

At the top (stratesicl iEiel, a script is equivalent.to a portion of an

"""fyti. 
wai plan tiWpl, which describes all possible strategic events

in 
" 

ir,ifit"ry option. Inan invade and control option,-for example, the

6Wp ;t a"r"riU" all events from the conventional attack to a nu'

.i"", 
"rof"tion. 

Each of the major strategic sequences (conventional

"t6.f., 
tf,""t", ,rt.I"". preemption, strategic nuclear war) may be a

separate script, "" """h.."', 
b" " 

distinct phase, involving different

i"i*r, ,.,f"s,'and d;Ir The scripts define these actions down to the

functional .o..*d and gfoss iactical level, providing much more

a;t"iith"" an eWP. Wt;" consider an AWP to be a linking of the

strategic elements of one or more scripts'
In many ways, * ot view the scripF themselves as building

Utoctcs for straiegic planning. We can define scripts for each major

rii""i." and oplion-"ia tttl"g them together to produce plans' fire
;.n""f." size here is important. If we define very small TriPts' come'

rpoiai"g to short ,"qrr"t."t of actions in a local area' then we may

1'!r" ; ievote l"rg" ;;p"rtions of these scripts to interfacing nrles-
rules for coordinaiiig *ith many other small scripts. However, if
we define very large scripts, able to coordinate actions over many

theaters and over i*V ttt"t"gi" events, then we !r1ve. 
to produce- a

i"rg", ."-pf"* rc"iJt iJr L".f, iifrerent situation. A balance must be

stnrck between these two extremes'- ti g"n"ral, to select and filt out a script we need to delineate the

following information:

. Agent ctwrrcter. The form of Agent decisionmaking' such as

rilk-prone 
"r,a "irt 

-"rerse, defines t5e specific set of criteria

for selectioi"nJ "**ution 
of a script. Although-the overall

stnrcture oi a script (actions, branches' etc') is the same for

alllvans,therulesforinvokingandapplyingthoseactions
are specific to the different lvans'

o criteria "irni,y for actiuotbn of ttu script.-These are the

situational *"ai[ii"t used by the NCL to evaluate the appli-

cability "i" 
p"*i.ular scripi. The criteria may be essential

(necessary foi choice of a script) or optional (contributing to

the value of a script but not necessary)'
o Allocotion of funcions and resources to euh oreo or thzo,r.

The NCL prJitior,r the script into portions specific to each

area or thlatcr command. Ttre NCL Passes to the areas or
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theaters the goals, resources, constrainLs, and actionsspecific

to their op;tions. The area or theater commands consult

theirrutestoclroosebranchoptions'refineactions,andre.
quest projections from Force and Scenario'

. filorc 1o, refitununt of the octions' The actions passed the

AcL are skeletal in nature. slots for specific forges levels,

tactics, and timing are filled in by the AcL according to the

situation present-when the action is reached during look'

ahead. Th; ACL uses condition-action nrles and algebraic

calculations for this function'
o Moue, bronch, ond, continuity us19s' These are conditional

tcsts to detcrmine if control should be transfened between

the different agents (Red, Blue, and scenario), which of sev-

erat tracks in Ihe script should be followed, or if the curtent

script should be tcrminatcd and a new one begun'

. Euolwtion and tzrminotion tcsts. These are tests to detcr'

mineifthetime.taggedgoalspassedtotheACLhevebeen
successfully 

"..o.p-li-th"a 
UV the script actions and if sufli'

cient information iras been collectcd to terminatc the look-

ahead.Ifthescriptperformanceisunacceptable,!}esvstem
uses mappings beiween unfulfilled goals and specific actions

to invoke alternative actions'

For illustration of the functionsr we will use a theater conflict sce'

""iio 
tepp""aix D describes this example scenario in detail). Briefly,

lm r."n"'r,o describes one complete decision cycle-and begins with

n"a'r rno"" 30 days before (D - 30) qn attemPtcd southwest Asia

irrrasion. At this point Red is mobilizing its_forces 3nd Sust deter'

mine whether to invade and occupy Northern Iran only, all of lran, or

"ii "f 
the Persian Gulf. Red decliion hinges on w-tr9tlr9r oonditions

assure an easy conventional force victor? and low likelihood of Blue

pi**ptio". n"a t""t" pnospects for conventional victory by looking at

[t 
" 

fo""" ratio, Blue's ieiniorcement time, and expected lranian resis'

tance. Red determines that its position is sufliciently favorable to at'

;il; " 
Gk*r"r of alt of Iran, but not strong enough to-try for the

;;ft Persian Gulf. Blue responds with a deployment of the Rapid
p"pioy.""t Force (RDD but is unable to repel the attack.

Agent Character

cumently, the Red Agent is envisioned to take one of several agent

charactersLr "Ivans," sich as adventuriEt, Congervative, and opportU-

ii.ti.. These charactcrs are captured in distinct alternative sets of
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rules, which determine the criteria used to select among scripts and

among branches in a script. For example, the adventurist lvan might

.troorJ b invade all of tire Persian Gulf if a majority of the NATO

a;;;"r are already committed to a conflict outside that theater' The

ir.n i" the examile scenario is risk'averse. It will attack if the situa'

ii* 
"pp""rs 

highly advantageous to Red and little chance of escala'

;i;; il;;senr: Tire rules f6r a particular Ivan also prescribe the

rntermediate time-tagged goats to be accomplished, lqecify the cri'
r"ri" for stot specilication, ind detcrmine the possible Blue.responses'

In several ways, the lvans value scripts differently according to im'
pf i.iiio.fs. Eac-h ir"r, ,"pr""ents a set of national goals, such as pres'

!rr"tio" of the Soviet Union as a world [lowet reduction of U'S'

iifit"ry capabilities, and expansion of Soviet inlluence in the third
world. 

-The'different 
lvans have different values for the goals asso'

ciatcd with each script (occupy the PerEian Gulf, control western

E;;;p", etc.) and set iifferent t.itcria for evaluation of a particular

;;pi ihe criteria reflect the importance of achievement of the script

goais and the risks of failure to the lvan'

Selection Criteria

In the Mark I and Mark II versions, the systems chose actions using

a *eight€d distance measure that measures closeness to a situation

vectoihaving some l5 to 25 dimensions. The problep with using this

type of scheire for script selection is that the attributes are seldom

"dditi*r". 
some attributes may be essential (minimum number of war'

heads, necessary overflight iights, etc') and others may simply con'

tribute to the ,alue of an option. In essence, some of !,!e attributes are

ilrtipri."tive and some are additive. In the Mark uI R€d Agent, we

plan to use a two-part systcm for handlng these distinctions. The

|VCU t"rt the essential ciiteria (expressed as yedno responses) to ini'
ii"ffv ."fi down the set of script options. If only one script remains,

the NCL invokes it. If severaf icripts remain as candidates, the NCL

uses the contributing criteria to seiect among them. The contributing

"iit"ro 
*"y be eithlr binary (presenUnot present) or intcrval scaled,

and the NC[, uses a weighteh aggrcgatg of the criteria for selection of

the script (see Appenaix c foi a more complete description of this

process).'-O.*riorrally, the Red Agent may not be able to evaluatc a critcrion

reiiher essentlal or optional) at the time of the script o-r branch choice'

If the critcrion's satisfaction makes the option the favored one, the

NCL or ACL may provisionally assume the criteria to be satisfied and

,""t-it later in tire simulatcd iuture. The NCL will tag the choice in
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the database as having an assumption. In our example, the NCL does

not know if Blue reinforcements will anive by a certain time but
assumes they will. The Red Agent will follow the script in simulation
until that time is reached and the assumption tested. If the assump-

tion turns out to be false, then the system must backtrack to the origi-
nal branch or action where the assumption was made.

Allocation of Frurctions and Resources to the ACL

The NCL makes the handoff to the ACL by assigning goals, action
sets, and resources to the different area'commands in the ACL (South-

west Asia and westcrn Europe in the example). Each area command

has its own rules for subsequently refining the actions and each has

access to the situation estimate in the Red databaee. The NCL distrib-
utes the goals and actions to the area commands on the basis of loca'

tion or function tags.
The NCL allocaG resources to the different areas using two special

sets of nrles. The first set roughly calculates the equipment and forces

required for achieving the goals set for each area. The calculation
may require inquiries from NCL to Force Operations. MllV theatcrs
or areai will aiready have satisfactory commitments of forces. The

NCL uses the second set of allocation rules to prioritize the various

areas by importance and, if necessary, to pull optional forces from

adoining areas. This procedure services the most important areas

first. Foiexample, in the theater conllict scenario, t}e NCL must allo'
catc Red forces to two theatcrs: SWAsia and Western Europe. SWAsia
is the predominant theater. Red must first allocate forces to SWAsia
to fuf;U the requirements of the script. If the primary theater needs

more forces, the NCL invokes such rules as the following:

. If the ratio of Red to Blue Amored Division Equivalents
(ADEs) in the Persian Gulf is between 1.5:l and 2:1, then
move 30 percent of the ADEs from the Western European
theatcr to the Persian Gulf.

They will be drawn from the surrounding theaters using nrles such

as:

. It is possible to move forces from a less important theater to
a more important theater if the remaining forces maintain a
ratio of at least 1:1.

These allocations are an initial attempt to distributc forces. The
NCL may reallocate forces if the goals for a given theatcr are not
accomplished in look-ahead.
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Slot Specification

The actions passed from the NCL to the ACL are skeletal in form.

The NCL normally specifies the action tlpe but leaves_the force level,

timing, and location as slots to & filled out by the ACL. The various

"r"" 
.-o-.ands cycle through each slot in the script according to the

time of execution of the tasks (earliest first). The area commands de'

rive the times either from time tags (perform at 0300) or enabling

conditions (perform after securing Teheran)'
tn ttre example scenario, Red launches a theater nuclear attack on

cue from a time tag "on D + 3 at 1200." Red also sends messages to

NATO and Blue wilh an enabling condition "2 days after deployment

of forces in the Transcaucasus." At each point the Red Agent sched'

uler steps time forward, the AcL planners check these conditions.

Each slot has <if>, <then> , <backup> , and <defaulD elements.

The <if > conditions are the antecedents that must be satisfied for a
possible slot entry. The script specifies these in the form of conjunc'

iions of conditions, much like the essential conditions for script and

branch choice. The <then> elements are the slot entries invoked if the

<if> conditions are satisfied. The <backup> elements are alternative

slot entries to try if tlre (then) element does not result in a satisfac'

tory look.atread outcome. Ttre (default) element is the slot enEy to
be Lsed if there is insufficient processing time to t€st the conditions,

or if the situational conditions match none of the (if> clauses' The

elemenh of an example action are shown in Table 1'
Once all the slots of an action are filled out, the ACL passes the

actions to the TCL for further refinement and projection. The TCL

applies rules concerning local tactical doctrine and sends the complet-

ed'action, the current Red situation estimate, t"he period of projection,

and the local goals to the Force Agent. Force projects the situation up

to the next action (either Red or Blue), returning the updatcd situa'
tion to the TCL. The Force estimatc itself may be uncertain, taking
the form of a range or distribution.

Branch, Continuation, and Move Tests

Branch, continuation, and move tests provide the primary control

structure for moving through the scripts. All of these tests involve

checking to detcrmine if the situational conditions match templatcs

associatid with particular actions (see Selection Criteria and Appen'
dix C for a description of this Process).

The branching criteria tell which track to follow in a script or when

to switch to an entirely new script. Branches differ from actions be'
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" 

nCl foilows the script, frlling out astions and updating the world

model until the branch point ii reachd. At that time, the AcL
.i*r"" the branch whose intecedents best match the situational con'

ditions. Some criteria, such as whether Blue reinforcements will ar'

,G -"V be deterrrined from querigllo Force. Other srit€ria may 5"

indetcrminate and must be assumed. firen the ACL marks the branch

*iit, 
" 

tag for later testing of the assumPtion. The NCL performs the

branch teits if any of the branch options involves strategic actions or

jumping to a different scriPt.- 
Contlnuation tests are somewhat like branch tests, except that they

break out of the contcxt of the script completely. Continuation tcsts

ct eck to see if the curent script is still appropriate. The tlpes of

criteria for continuation include suflicient resources' proper time win'

ao*, 
""a 

conect situational conditions. If the continuation critcria

are not satisfied, the ACL notifies the NCL, which then compares th9

oit ", 
porsible scripts to see if a more satisfactory one can be found.

This piocess is muth more time-consuming than a branch test and so

rfr"fa be avoided if the specific actions can be enu.rnerated' Ttre ex-

;r";[ includes a continuation teet at D - 13: If there is a NATO
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commitment to the conflict, terminate the B script and give control

back to the NCL.
Move tests are quite different from branch or continuation tests' as

fi;i specify when to gi"" control t9 the Blue agent. Each time the

*"ifJliJJl is upda-tef from an action, the NCL checks-to see if the

new situational londitions match an action condition for the Blue

Gr; d;"iiitn. n a Aeentls mod.el of the Blue Agent, because Red

ir'Jrr in look-ahead). If th" Bl,t" Agent is known to be following a

;ril; ihe NCL tcsti only those action critcria in that script. If the

NCi ."rrrrot definitely roo-" a script, it will have to check action

conditions for all likely Blue scripts'

Evaluation Tesfs

Evaluation tcsts are the most complex of the various tests. fire AcL
.rk"" a check after each action to detcrmine if an evaluation test is

*arra"t"a. If so, the test made is a comparison of the simulated future

".t 
iLrJ in the world model and the time'tagged goals that the agent

;;a accomplish. The time-tagged goals represent th3 minimum

"iio*"Ufe 
pe'rformance. The goals consist of conditions that must 5"

pr".""t "t th" specified timi, such as forces in place' vessels de'
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stroyed, or basing rights obtained. If the actions satisfy the goals, no

changes are madi 
"nd 

th" plannrng continues from that point. If the

,{oals=are not adequately satisl'ied. the ACL consults a table that maps

specilic unfulfilled goals to responsible actions. Alternatively, the

script may have dirJct pointers to actions that must be modified. [n
either case, the AcL modifies the actions to their backup values and

again simulatcs the results and checks them against the goals' This

pio."rs continues until the ACL finds a satisfactory action sequence

or until the AcL exhausls the actions and notifies the NCL that it
must select a new scriPt.

The test to see if an Lvaluation is warranted is similar to the quies'

cence tests made in chess play. A test should be made if (1) a change

has been made to the world model, (2) one or more time'tagged goals

"i" pr"*rrt within the evaluation interval, and (3) an exchange of
moves has been completed. An evaluation check might be made in our

Persian Gulf scenario just before the invasion'
The test for accomplishment of goals is similar to the goodness'of'fit

tests described earlier for essential conditions. Ttre goals may be satis'

fied in several ways through use of OR and Al''[D conditions. For ex'

"rnpl", 
the initial it"ik" inlhe nuclear scenario may have as its goals

knocking out 50 percent of Blue armored capability or disnrpting 80

p"r""nt if CS cajability and 20 percent of armored capability' Satis'
iaction of either goal resutts in the action sequence being provisional'

ly accepted.
Alteiation of actions is the most involved operation. As mentioned

earlier, the script includes a table or mapping that relatcs specific

goal failures to iafticular actions. For examp!", Y" may have a goal of
f,aring five AD'Es in place by D - 1, but ouly three are deployed by

rhis time. This goal difference may be relatcd to the mobilization ac'

tion at D - 3O-. Assume this action has a backup entry of earlier
mobilization, which tbe AcL now activatcs and nrns through the

same simulation and evaluation process. [f this new action is success-

ful, the ACL provisionally enters this action and its outcomes into the
world model and continues the planning from this point. If the system

rs unsuccessful with all backupactions, the AcL alerts the NCL. The

NCL tags the script as failed and either invokes rules that change the

,"sorrtci allocations or attemPts to fit a different script'

L,ook-Ahead Termination Tests

The Red Agent terminat€s the analysis for a script when (1) the

goals are all 
-accomplished in look-ahead, showing the script to be

Iatisfactory; (2) the ivaluation shows the script to be definitcly inferi'
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or to any other previously evaluated script; (3) the evaluatton shows
the script to be superior to all other scripts for this situation; or (4)

additional look-ahead does not reduce the evaluation uncertainty. Al-
ternatively, the NCL may have some arbitrary depth bound for
search, at which point the analysis ends and the program compares
the options.

Normally, we expect the Red Agent to investigate several scripts at
the beginning of a campaign, analyzing each of them over several

moves using look-ahead. The depth of analysis would be governed by
the criteria described above. Probably none of the scripts would sat'
rsfy all of the Red Agent's goals for the situation, and so the option
with the highest degree of goal satisfaction should be chosen.

Action Erecudon

The above functions all operatc in look'ahead, with no actual game

time advance. The Red Agent uses the functions to investigatc one or
more scripts over several decision cycles and selects one script for
execution. That script now has all its actions specified for several
moves, including such aspects as force levels, timing, and engagement
locations.

fire NCL now passes the detailed Red action sequence, expected
outcomes, time-tagged goals, and expected Blue moves to Force for
execution. Force executes the action and monitors for critical assump'
tions, such as the following:

o The time stream of projected outcomes matches the actual
outcomes.

. The time-tagged goals are aceomplished.

. Blue makes only anticipated mbves.

If any of the assumptions are violated, Force halts the execution
and notifies the Red Agent, who then reexamines its options under
the newly encount€red options.

RED MODEL OF BLI,'E RESPONSE

During the look-ahead process, the Red NCL must consider the dif'
ferent options open to Blue at each point in order to assess the robust.
ness of the Red plan being formulated. The extcnt to which Red is
concerned about Blue's plans depends on Red's character or decisiou-
making style and on the model that Red has of Blue's character. These
agent profiles determine to some extent the amount of proce*sing that
must be done at each decision point.
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The Red Agent's ideas about Blue behavior are determined by the
supervisory analyst, who sets up initial definitions of Red's character
to correspond with the purposes of the experimental run. One impor-
tant. variable is the ext€nt to which Red is willing to accePt risks: A
risk-taking Red Agent will be less interestcd in Blue's (perceived)

low-probability options, and a risk-averse R€d will be likely to con'

sidei all Blue options, balancing the perceived probability ofeach op'
tion against the linal outcome. Another variable is Red's assessment

of Blui's will: If the analyst decides that Red should assign a low

credibility to such strong actions as Blue intcrvention, the Red Agent
will be less likely to explore those branches in the look'ahead, or will
examine them in less dePth.

Red's model of Blue's behavior takes the form of scripts that are

identical to Red's in format but different in content. The Blue scripts
would include plans for defending the areas for which Red attack
plans have been prepared, as well ae for potential escalation to differ'
Lnt theaters or attack axes. For the initial syst€m, we will assume

that the Red Agent has access to all of Blue's scripts but does not
know which one Blue will select in any given situation.

The Red Agent initially selects Blue scripts based on his assessment

of Blue's character and "will." For example, a risk'talcing Red who

believes Blue's will to intcrvene is low might select for initial consid'
eration a Blue script that called for diplomatic intervention only, and

a risk-avense Rcd might consider first a Blue script that called for
active deployment to the affected area. As the look'ahead analysis
proceeds,-Red might find that a particular Blue script yields such a

Lad result for Blue that even the most pnsillanimous Blue would re'
ject it; then Red would back up the search to the first pointrrrhere this
s"Apt was invoked and select a new candidate Blue script. Slots in the
Blui script are filled in as the lmk-ahead prroglesses' just as the Red

script is fleshed out.
ei the exercise procds and the Red script po8ition changes from

hlryothetical to "real,'the Rcd Agent takes its move and obserrres the
actual Blue move. If Blue actions do not conform to the assumed Blue
script, the Red Agent must either change parameters in the cu.rrent
BluL model (e.g., keep the same script but change the number of divi-
sions being used), or look through the other available scripts to fin{
one with a better fit, then recomput€ all subsequent projections based

on the new candidate Blue script and the new estimatc of Blue char'
acter.

Red's personality detcrmines to a gfeat extent the amount of proc-

essing that must be done. The simplest Red Agent to nrn would be a
risk-taking Red with a low assessment of Blue's will to resiEt. This
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Red would select only one or a few high-probability Blue options to
consrder during each phase of the look-ahead. An option perceived as

unlikety would be ignored, even if it led to undesirable escalation. At
the other extreme, a risk-averse Red with a high assessment of Blue's
will would carry along at each branch all the possible Blue options.
investigating each to a point where it could estimate the combination
of the likelihood of the branch with the desirability of the outcome.

There may be difliculties in deciding how far to take opponent
modeling. As an example, if Red is attempting a feint, he needs to be

able to guess whether Blue will fall for it. This means Red must ex-

plicitly model Blue's model of Red or the effect of this must be written
into the script. We expect that the later versions of the Mark III sys-

tcm will treat the explicit tlpe.of multilayered analysis. The initial
systems will assume a simple Blue response to the situation.

CONTROL STRUCTURE

The Red Agent must coordinatc the operation of many different
functions-script selection, resource al location, slot refinement, move

tests, branch tests, continuation tests, evaluation Processes, and Blue
modeling. It can do so in a strictly sequential manner, or it can inter'
weave processes much like an operating system. Strict sequencing is
the simplest and most direct. firis is efiicient if there is usually a

natural suocessor to each Process, such as evaluation tests tlryically
following move tests. For the most part, this appears to be true in the
initial Mark III system. We plan to use a scheduler that cycles

through the procesees in a preaet sequence, invoking those proce*ses

that satisfy activation conditions.
Intcrweaving of functions by an operating system tlpe of scheduler

is a more flexible but more diflicult means of allocating control. At
any given time, several modules may be competing for attention.
Each module may send a request for time and reasons for priority.
The scheduler then examines the requests, prioritizes the modules'
and allocates time resources accordingly. If in the middle of a process

a higher priority request is received, the scheduler may suspend or
kill the curently active process and initiate the new one. Such knowl'
edge-driven scheduling is necessary if, for example, new {ata are re'
ceived in the middle of an evaluation. Normally, though, all new data
are received and all actions taken at the beginning or end of a move
step. In later versions of the Red Agent we may include capabilities
for intelligence gathering and action execution during own and oppo-
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nent moves, making it necessary to have data'driven behavior in
place of strict scheduling.

DEGREE OF AUTOMATION

The Mark III R€d Agent is designed to be ultimately fully automat'

ed. Each step in the Icript seleclion and application process can be

p"rforrr"a by computer. ilevertheless, there are many places where

ioi""r" of development, for flexibility, for training,or for-added Powgr

the supervisory analyst or other hunan exPet-will be able to modify

if," wrt".'s ciroices-or change parameters. Below, we recaP the Red

Ageni,s time sequence of stcpi, describing how-each rn"lF performgd

L;;;.il;, or Ly human input. fire process begins with the specifi-

otion of tn" Ivan and the iniut of the initial conditions (force levels,

poiitiof status of the participants, 
"F.).fire 

supervisory aualyst must

input these manually at the begiruring of a run'
The finst automatid operatiJn is the Red Agent's selection of a

."ripi to fur".r". This involves a detcrmination of the candidatc

r""iit", 
"n 

initial comparison of those scripts, and selection of one for

pioilutio". Detcrmination and initial comparison of ttre candidate

;;pGl;r"lves checking the essential criteria to prun9 down the can-

didatcs and then ranking the remaining ones using the optional cri'
teria. This comparison is based only on the currently observable

situational .orrditiorrr and any shoft.telfi projections provided by

For"". The supervisory analyst may overide the estimates and input
different information or may simply input a different set of evalua-

tions for the options. Also, some of the selection criteria may not be

obserryable or derivable at this point. The NCL will assume these to be

pio"isio"ally tnre and tag them for latcr checking. Ttre h-uman ana'

Iirt, 
"po" 

observing these-deferred criteria, may overide the program

""t'ri.pfv 
judge tf,e criteria to be true or false (thereby specifying an

assumpiion behind the ensuing analysis).
Invocation of a script results in a specification of the theatcrs in-

volved, the time ."qrr"rr." of goals for each theater, and the skeletal

tree of branches, ".iio*, 
and slots. The analyst may wish to modify

""V 
of these elements, querying the database according to time in

too-t -"t eaa, specific action tpe (amphibious attack, air intcrdiction),
or geographic area.- 

fr"-t 
"*t 

stcp is allocation of resources to the various theatcrs' The

NCi *"r special rules to estimatc requirementl gd.qole forces be'

tween theaiers, satisfying the requirements of the highest priority-

theater first. The 
"r,"lys[ 

may view the recommended allocation of

forces and modifY it manuallY.
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once script selcction and :rlloc:rtion of forccs are complete. the Acl,
t,.rfin.* t till ,ut thr. scrip!. 'l'his ,rvrlvt's pcrlirrmitrg u number ,l'
,,ciivrtics thil[ m:ry rrccur rn irlmost :tny ordcr: skrl. spr:cilicittions.

branch tcsts, continuation tests, move tests, evaluation checks, action

.Jin.ations, and look-ahead termination tests. As the program

moves forward in time, the ACL tests the activating conditions for

each of the processes, invoking them on a first'come, first'senred ba'

sis.-- 
Stot specification occurs if there is an action that has the culTent

(simulation) time as its activation time, or if the curTent situation

,"iirir", its enablin! conditions. The action may take place in any of

tf," ti""t"o, as the-Red Agent processes all the theatcrs in parallel'

T5e ACL fills in each of tf,e sbts of the action, using the condition-

actionrulesassociatcdwittrtheslot.Theanalystmay.overridethe
recommendation and choose some other slot entry. If he does so at the

time of the action, io special problems result. If he modifies a slot

";;; "t " 
1"t", time (alLr the look-ahead moves beyond the action),

ti" i."ipi".tions heve to be backed up to that point and.rerun.

Once ihe ACL or the analyst fully specifies an action,.it is sent to

*re i!f, for simulation by ihe Force Agent. The resulting outcorne

;;ilir" is then iip"t tothg Red database. The analyst mav modifv

[ii, pi"ai.tion if he feels it is inaccurate or if he wants to test the

sensitivity of the action.- 
If ; branch point is encountered, the NCL or ACL compare the op-

tions using the essential and optional-criteria, and choose the option

*itt ttr" iighest evaluation. dhe analyst may either qhange the es'

sential and 6ptional criteria or oveEide the choice. Again, the ACL or

Ngf, *"V ,roi b" able to evaluate some of the criteria at the time of

It 
" ".tion 

and thus defer them for later testing. At th9 time of the

Ui"rr.f,, the analysi."y pr*-pt the system and jrldge these deferred

criteria to be tnre or faise. Coniinuation tpsts result in similar manu'

al inputs as the branch tcsts.
The NCL automatically performs a move test whenever a change

has occurred in the database (as a result of an action or message)' The

NCL checks the antccedents for nrles used by the opposing agent and

if o* ir satisfied, 6ves control to its model of the agent The analyst

i"v ou""ride this-process and either specify a new action or omit a

p'",io".rvplanned.one.Intheearlystages.ofdevelopmentofthe
Mark III systcm ihe analyst may also 3"g the move points in the

script.
The Blue move itself (as modeled by Red) is made by.calling the

gf"; 
"."ipU 

with ttre cutrent situation. Slot entries, branch tests, and

move tpsts are made just as for Red scripts, and tlre resulting actions

;;";"r; to Force. ihe analyst may instead wish to free-play Blue,

."aIfV itr" script's choices, or change the critcria for action selection'
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Evaluation tests and the ensuing action modifications are probably

the most frequent and necessary points for expert intervention' The

progtam automatically performs an evaluation test whenever an ac'

[ion- is performed, a change is made to the the database, and time'

tagged goals are present ior evaluation. During script preparation,

th[-anaiyst may circumvent this Process by simply taggrng the neces'

r".y p"iitt" for evaluation. When the program encounters an evalu'

ation'point (whether automatically determined or manually input), it
;il.k; the essential and optional conditions for satisfaction of goals'

Here the analyst may change the set of goals or overide the evalu'

ation. In eithei."s", if th" NCL determines that a goal discrepancy is

present, the program attempts to change the actions leading to this

outcome by cbnJulting a table that maps failed goals to previous ac'

tions. Theirogram atlempts the action sequence-again and checks the

oot"on1". theinalyst may have a better idea of what action the Red

ai.nirrrould modi-& to achieve the desired outcome. fire analyst thus

lii*irv changes the type, timing, or fotm of force application that led

to the failuri and the-program backtracks to that point and reruns

the analysis.
The final tlpe of tcst the Red Agent automatically performs is

checking to s; if the took-ahead is completc. The NCL tcrminatcs

ioo[-"ftJ"a if all goals have been achieved, if the provisional evalu'

ation of the scripiis definitely superior or inferior to the other script

choices, or if eicessive uncertainty has developed in-the analysis,

;rkiil further simulation useless. The analyst may designate that

the looi-ahead be terminated earlier or continued beyond the recom'

mended point.
The various options for automated control and manual intervention

are summarized brieflY in Table 2.

tn most of the abov! discussions we assume the analyst performg

the manuat input at the same time as the automated Program would

p""ror. the operation. In fact, the analyst may change lvans, change

ioals, insert Lctions, or altcr initial conditious at any time. If the

inalyst does any of these, the analysis will have to be backdatcd to

the point of change and the simulation rerun from that point.

Many of the same procedures should be useful for initial specifica-

tion ofihe Red Ageni rules by the experts. This knowledge engineer'

inj function involves initial loading or refinement of the nrles and

coitrol system parameters in the Red Agent database. 
-As 

it moves

t*ough a scripi, the Red Agent may query the expert for rules and

data, 
-check for completeness and consistency, and display implica'

tions of the rules being inPut.
In the final operational system, frequent analyst intervention will

gfeatly slow the response time of the system. We e:rpect most auto'
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Table 2

AuroMrruo eNp MexueL INlpnvsNTIoN OrtloNs

\ctrvity Au Lomat<:d

Itarrrra I

I nLervcnr ton

Inpur of
:nitial
,.orrrliLrotts

A I locat ing
goals ro
cheaters

A I locat ing
resources
to Eheaters

Sloc cncry

3ranch test

Consinuatron
iesE

:tove Eest

9lue response

Eva Iua c ion
Lesl

Acc ion
modification

Look -ahead
complerion
ies E

Not performed

According to
table associased
r.rirh script

Uses specral
rules t'o move
forces

Uscs condi tion-
acL iotr rrt Ics

Compares optlons
using essential,
optional conditions

Checks esscntral
cond it ions

Checks opponent
antecedent conditions

Fits Blue scriPt and
determines acuions

Checks for evaluasion
cr iEe r ia

Uses table of maPPings

Input by
analyst

ltodified bY

analyst

Analyst modifies
rules or acEuaI
allocations

Analyst overrides
clro i ct:s

llodifies crrseria
or specifies actual
branch choice

Overrides choice or
tags point for test

Overrides choice or
Eags poinE for oove

Free-plays Blue or modi'
fies autonased choices

Overrides choice or tags
point for evaluasion

Specifies action change
direct ly

Checks for comPlerion
cr ice r ia

Overrides choice
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mated functions to have cycte times on the order of a few seconds. A

single move may involve dozens of look-aheads with repeated calls to
Forie and Scenario. When the system is used for analysis, the pri-

mary human role should be problem definition, specification of the

form of analysis, and system monitoring, rather than step-by-step in'
teraction.



Ln this section, we will walk through a complete- Red analysis to

ill;;tr;; use of the proposed Mark III planning tcchniques. The ex'

".pf" 
conflict, *."ih"l more complex ihan the earlier Persian Gulf

,""i"rio, is a Red invasion of Weitcrn Europe using conventional

forces and then escalating to theater nuclear weaPons' Throughout

tie corrnict, both the ReI and Blue Agents rvill_ be assumed risk'

"r"rr". 
All operations are performed in look'ahead'- tt" 

"*".pie 
begins witha scenario favorable to a Red invasion' we

*o." that arnpli Red forces are available in the area, NATO forces

;;;a low levels ol-readineee, and the Blue is involved in low level

;;flidin the Mideast and Central America. Ttre main script options

open to Red on D - 30 are shown in Fig' 4'

IV. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: THEATER
NUCLEAR ATTACK IN WESTERN

EUROPE

Script A

Delay Proceed Change to
theater nuclear scrlpt

(Scrrpt Bl

Fig. a,-R€d branch options at time D - f

The scenario marks time in terms of days before or after the main

Red attack (D-day). fire initial script choice is made 30 days before

O-a"i ,i at D - 
-gO, 

b"c.rre this is the firs-t point (in gaTlng terms)

"t 
t 

-tri.t 
Red must perform an action. The scenario will continue

il;;h- D + 30, describing several mqior Red and B^lue moves that

shouli result in campaiga completion between D + 20 and D + 40.

Til R"d and Blue rnou"-" in this analysis are Proiections by the Red

ei""i,,sed to evaluate the acript and refine the Red actions.

30
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Each of the four scripts has associated goals. 'l'he A and B scrtpts

t 
"ue 

ttre goals of including western Europe in the soviet sphere of

influence,'reducing U.S. military power, and enhancing the suPerPow'

ei status of the Soiiet Union. Th; C script has the adde! goal of con'

iioi of SWAsia. The D script has quite different goals: elimination of

the united states es a superpower, continuation of the soviet union

as a superpower in the wai's aftermath, and sun'ival of cnrrent Soviet

leadership.
itu C script descrvcs some spcciul ottcntion. This script could be

thought of ai two separate parts-an- attack on Western Europe and

"" "it".f. 
on the Persian Cuf. tt could be representcd as-a combina'

tion of two scripts, but there is a large amount of coordination be'

i*r""n the two. Ii appears simpler to embed both campaigns in a single

script. In a later, m'ore matuie Red Agent, the two campaigns might

be treated as individual building-block scripts, desigired to be coor'

dinated with a number of otherpossible scripts'-_tt 
" 

Red Agent's first step is to check the essential criteria for each

."iaia"t" scipt. firese criteria are associatcd with the script and ac'

;;";i by rhe R€d NCL. The egsential giteria for the A script are a

tigfty favorable conventional force ratio, a high likelihood of destroy-

iii .ort Blue theater nuclear weaPons, and a low likelihood of Blue

thI"t", or strategic preemption. ft; B script essenlial-9-riteria include

a favorable theatcr nuclear force ratio and a low tikelihood of strate-

6. pr*.ption. The c script "!F g" criterion of suffrcient excess

ior.", for Lrgeting to SWAsia. The D script, stratcal nuclear attack,

has as its s-ingle critcrion the high likelihood of Blue strategic

preemption.' E*"-in"tion of the essential criteria (by checking the initial condi'

tions ana by making queries to the Force Agent) indicatcs that the A

and B options 
""" 

iaLl" candidatcs. Ttrese two scrip-ts also have op
tional .iit"ri" having to do with force levels, political situations, and

;;j*ti"" a"gto*. flie NCL weighs these optional critcriaand consid'

"".-tt " 
decision flexibility of the choices. The A script is the most

flexible of the scripts, ," ih" B, c, and D scripts may still be invoked

if the situation worsens during execution of the A sc'ript' Such flexibil'
ity is measured by the number of possible jumps to gq".t scripts repre'

r""t"a in the A script branches. The outcome of this comparative

"""tvris 
is selection or tn" A script (conventional attack on western

Europe) with the B script as firyt altcrnative'- Td A script objective in the Central European fireater is the elimi'
nation of ali effective Blue military resistance in Westcrn Europe

"rittrin 
60 days from the initiation of attack, with 50 Motorized Rifle

Divisions (MifDs) surviving to control the tcrritories. The intermedi'

"t" 
ou5""tires in the centril European theater are the following:
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. Complete all deployments and have forces in readiness at

D-1.
o Initiate attack 30 days from today's datc'
. Effect at least one bieakthrough of Blue's main defense line

bYD+7.
o Destroy at least 50 percent of Blue's theater-based quick

reaction aircraft bY D + 10'
. Destroy at least 5b percent of Blue's theater range nuclear

missiles (mobile -"diut-n range ballistic missiles and ground

launched cnrise missiles) by D + 10'

o Eliminate alt effective military resistance in west Germany

byD + 25.

similar overall and intermediatc objectives hold for the North

C"pe, n oce, Norwegian Sea, Giuk Gap, Ngrth Atlantic.' Baltic Sea'

and Meditctranean Sa Theatcrs (see R€f. 23 for a detailed listing of

these theater objectives).
The NCL assumes a cpnventional defense by Blue (this is the best

fit to the situation with a risk-averse Sam) and allocates resources

accordingly. This process involves prioritizing the theaters by impor'

tance, de-termining the required forles to achieve each theatcr's objec'

iir"r,' "nd 
alloclting available resounces theater by theater.

oetermir,ation of reqrlired resources involves accessing special rules

;;i-i"dd"ting the Force Agent regarding force levels' This results

in an initial rot Et, requirement for eich theater (which may be modi'

nea auring itre anatysis process). A separatc set of nrles then moves

available Io".", usini such condition-astion rules as the following:

If there is a land-based force more than 200 km inside a

theater, let that force be assigned to that theater

U a theater does not have sufrrcient land'based forces, assign

land-based forces from contiguous, lower priority theaters un'
til sulficient

once the resources are allocatcd, the NCL end the several AcLs
..n u"gin at the initial time (D - 30) and trace out a scenario in

look-aliead. Script A calls for a number of actions at D - 30. Among

iil"r" "t" 
tt " 

mobilization of forces in the Ukrainian, Belonrssian,

and Moscow districts for deployment to the Central European Theater

*a ii" 
"f"rting 

of WarsawPact forces. Each of these actions has slots

ior refinement.-fire Central European Command of the ACL, for ex'

"-pr", 
will decide how many troops to mobilize. Filling this slot in'

uotret'tt 
" 

use of production nrles associated directly with the action:
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If the NATO forces in Central Europe are below 40 MRD

equivalents, let the number of MRDs be 50, otherwise let the

number of MRDs be 70

If the RDF is at a high state of readiness, increase the forces

by 5 MRDs

It may not be possible to evaluate some of the antecedents for the

rtoi sfrinc"tion nrles directly frgm t[r Red daAbase. In these cases,

the AcL may request estimates from Force. If the proper assignment

is stitt unknl.rn, the ACL may use the slot default value.

Once all the slots for an action are filled, the ACL sends the action,

the cument Red world model, and the next expected action point to the

For." Agent for simulation. Force returns the projected-situation (up

ro the nixt action point) to the Red world model. The NCL and the

various area commands check to see if any unexpectcd Red or Blue

..iio* rn"ih"r" been enabled during the projectcd interval. If so, the

NCi r"tr tt 
" 

t*f-"head time to that point and performs the action'

In the example, no new actions are enabled during the projectcd inter'
,"f,* tn" tCL moves look-ahead time forward to the next action'

As the NCL moves the clock ahead, Red has further moves at D -
2SanJ at D - 20. These involve mqior deployments of land, air, and

.;" f*;. Again the area commands fill slots to refine the timing,

force levels, and astion tlPes.
Between D - 20 and D - 18, Blue should note the Red buildup and

alert its own forces. The Red model of Blue (resident in the NCL) has

" ""r. 
*hor" conditions match this event, so the NCL declares a move

il;r. We are still in a simulated future projectcd by Red, and no

;;; time has expired. The Red NCL simply attcmqts to.predict the

Bil;"""p"r,r", *ih"t it can evaluatc the position. For simplicity in
it 

" 
.o-i"g discussion, we will call Red's model of Blue simply Blue.

Sip - td in the look-atread, then, Blue sens* the Red buildup and

;i"rtt and deploys conventional and nuclear forces in all the theatcrs'
goili-th" nea'ana Blue deployments continue until just before Dday'
- 

Aa D - I R€d has a Uianltr point. The Red deployments must be

.oipt"t" at this time for the invasion to succeed. Also, the Blue re'

,por,r". must be checked to see if theatcr nuclear weaPons are neces'

;;. Th" Red branch options are to delay, to proceed with the

iorrr"rrtior,al attack, or to ihange to a theater nuclear script. (See Fig'

+.ift 
" 

NCL (ratherthan the ACL) performs this branch choice as the

choice involves multiple theaters and includes a possible switch to a

i"* 
""ript. 

The first option, delaying the attack by one or more days,

ir .fror"n if deployments in the Central European, North Cape, or

Thrace theaters are incomplete. This delay option has actions of
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delaying or altering the attack plans depending on the nature of the
deployment failure. This is very similar to an evaluation and action
modification (such as deploying earlier). The NCL selects the second,
proceed option if all deployments are comPlete, Blue defenses are
moderat€, and Blue shows no evidence of a preemptive theater nu'
clear strike. The third choice, a jump to the theater nuclear script, is

made only if Blue appeani ready to preempt or if Blue deployments
are quite strong.

Choice of the theater nuclear script at this time is different from
initial choice of that script. The force deployments and cues to Blue
are different, presumably with a lower likelihood of escalation. For
comparison, the NCL may later investigate a D - 30 initial appli'
cation of the theater nuclear script.

Assume that the look-ahead at this point does indicate a high likeli-
hood of Blue theatcr nuclear preemption. The Red NCL jumps to the
theater nuclear script, with its new goal of control of Western Europe
within 30 days. Instead of a purely conventional attack on Dday, this
script adds the launch of theater nuclear missiles, reconnaissance sat'
ellitcs, and antisatellitc missiles. Several ACL branches also come up
here, such as launching against land assets only vs. launching against
both land and sea assets. The Westcrn Errope area command selects
the first option if Blue canier nuclear assets cannot damage Red nu'
clear capabilities or if Red theater nuclear weePons are expected to be

ineflective against the carrier assets. This evaluation will require
queries to Force. This branch, incidently, is not considered as a choice
between separate scripts because the same goals are present with
either option. The branch options or "ttracks" simply represent difrer-
ent means of attaining those goals.

At D-day plus minutcs or hours, Blue has the options of continuing
its conventional defense, using theatcr nuclear weaPons, and escalat-
ing to strategic nuclear warfare. Having observed the Red theater
nuclear attack, Blue (again, Red'g model of Blue) must select one of
these scripts to follow. If the Red attack has succeeded in destroying
most of Blue's theater nuclear assets, but the conventional forces are
still strong, the first option may be favored (probably coupled with
seeking a cease-fire or settlement). If the Blue theatcr nuclear forces
are still operational after the attack and the force ratio is advanta-
geous, Blue may select the second option. Finally, if Western Europe
appears lost and U.S. theater forces have experienced major losses,

strategic nuclear warfare may be called for. For the purpose of this
example, assume that Blue selects the second choice, nse of theater
nuclear weapons.

At this or a later time, Red has a similar branch point activated by
two possible conditions: (1) Blue launches a theatcr nuclear attack on
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the Red homeland, or l2l Blue rnitiates a strategic nuclear war. ln
either case, Red jumps to the strategic nuclear warfare script and this

"J"ii 
changes the actions and goals for Red. Assume in the example

tfrai neithei condition occurs and Blue responds with a theater nu'

clear attack. This and several of the other script actions may overlap

in time or preempt each other. Instead of strict initiation times, these

".tion, 
t aue enabling:circumstances. The NCL and AcL must fre'

quently monitor the changing conditions'- 
At D + 3, Red has an eialuation point. Red has several intermedi'

ate tiie-tagged goals to test. For example, in the Central European

theater the following goals are Present:

. Blue's su1iving nuclear Quick Reaction Aircraft is less than

25 Percent of its original figure'
. Blue's surviving intcrmediate and long'range 

-ballistic 
mis'

silesarelessthan2Spercentoftheiroriginalfigure.

If either goal is not achieved in the look'ahead, Red initiates specif'

ic actionJsuch as rcvert to D-day and reallocate nuclear attacks.

These actions are associated directly with the unachieved goals (see

n"i. Zg for goals and action revisions in other theatcrs for this exam'

ple scenario).
The Red Agent may stoP the look'ahead at this point or continue to

O i gO. nrei.tCt should 
'terminate 

the look'ahead if it cannot satisfy

the intermediate goals with any combination of script actions or if too

;;.h ;;rtaint/has developed in the analysis. Altcrnatively, if the

NCL contirr,r", ih" look.ahead to D + 30 and determines that the

goals are met (to a high degree of certainty), then the analysis cat be

ierminated and no otier iripts investigated. At this point' the Red

;;;;"t invoke the actual Red move up to the first-move point (by

pissing the actions to Force), obsene the outcome, and continue with

;h"-#i. f tne Blue Agent perfgrys an unexpectcd action during

this actuat game operatin, tLe Red-Agent may- have to revise iLs

estimatc of tf,e Blue Agent charactcr. This is done by attempting to fit
the obsenred actions ti other Blue scripts or by invoking rules that

match the action directly to a specific sam tpe. Following such a

.i"ig",tf," Red Agent *'ill h"'" to reevaluate the applicability of the

current Red scriPt.



The Red Agent is, of course, intimatcly co-nnected -with. 
the oper'

ation-oiall tfie other agents in the RSAC-Systems Monitor, Force

Oplr"iionr, Scenari,o, "id 
Blu" (see Ref. 2 for a description of the

,Jr"r, frr.tions). The Red Agent also requires several intcrfaces for

;;;;J di.pt"V of system pirametcrs. Some of the interactions be'

tween the ditterent agents are shown in Fig' 5'

The Mark III syste-m differs markedly from the Mark I and II sys'

tems in the extent 
"rrd 

.lo."t ess of interaction of the agents. In par'

;ilil tt* tvt"rt IIi systcm requires very high interagent bandwidth

V. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS WITH
OTHER AGENTS IN RSAC
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.ommunications because of the large numbers of look'ahead calcula'

:lons requested from Force and Scenario'

SCENARIO AGENT

The Scenario Agent is the non-suPerpower model .ld by the

RS;a. it currentlfconsists of sets of nrles programmed in Rosie, an

English-lik" "o*pot"i 
i"r,gr"g"' .t2al.The nrles generate actions for

:ach country in r"rpoi"L-tolitiatilnal conditions. The actions include

:hanges in country tLt* (e.g-, cobelligerent to neutral), sending mes'

;;;;;; the majoi agent!, ani taking military actions (which are sent

:.o the Force Agent- and the outcomes entered into the Red world

:nodel). The situatii""i .o"Jitions that trigger these actions include

foice estimatcs from lt e Red world model, messages from the major

alents, and time updates from the Systems Monitor'-"tii" ii*t problem we encounter with Scenario is defining the proper

f".r"i oia"t il. If we demand the same level of detail as for the major

agents, then we .J;*{fy the time, extent,location, and type of

.rllactionsbyeachcountry.Thismaynecessitatethesametypeofslot

.;pecification as used by the Red-Agent, a ver] time'consuming propo'

sition for the ,,,"ny countries. MJre aggregatcd actions, such as re'

,po"r", by the ,"ioi Neto countries, should be more appropriate.

Because only a .."ti nu.U"t would be present' s1c\ agq'egated ac'

Uoi, ,f,oofd aho be easier to match when fitting Red or Blue scripts

or refining actions.
Time considerations drive the forur of interaction between the Red

.{g;-# tt 
" 

s""n*io Agent. The scenario Agent may receive an

LfiiL "iif," 
nea *orfi mfrel after each simulated action and detcr'

mine if non-superpower actions are called for. This will result in unac'

."pLUf" pro""irinJ ielays if the Scenario response takes more than a

few seconds. It may-be-moil effective to havl a special subset of ab'

stracted rules resiient in the Red Agent that simulate the responses

of scenario. rr tu""" *les cannot handle the situation, then the Red

:{g;;;illd call 
'S.""""io, 

invoking the full set of nrles' To further

rncrease 
"rnci"n.y, 

ned may also sGify the subset of countries to be

considered.
An additional issue is whether to require scenario to return confi'

a"*L * piou"uiritv 
""iimates 

.ruTrt"d with its responses. This is

similar to Red's ;rid"ri"g several Blue responses, each with a dif'

ferent probability.'w" -"it ave to maintain a number of tracks for

the non-superpower counthes and select a Red action with greatest

exPectedgainacrossallthepossibletracks.AswiththeBlueactions,
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rhe probability esl,imates of the different tracks may be related to
lheir goodness-of-fit to the situational conditions'

FORCE OPERATIONS

The Red Agent treats the Force Agent as something of an input'
output model. Force has access to all situational conditions and tim'
ing data and it has procedures for specifying outcomes of military
actions.tSl In the simplest case, the Red Agent inputs a specific mili'
cary action, and Force simulatcs the outcome with respect to the cur'
renl military situation and returns a projected new situation. The
lraffrc for this tlpe of interaction may be very high, on the order of
tens to hundreds of Force calculations for each script.

Force may also modify actions to achieve some objective or answer
some query. the t1ryes of nrles the Force model must use are often
algebraic in nature (mobilization calculations, force ratios, etc.).
These are the tlpes of functions that can be systematically modified
until they achieve or maximize some obiective. The Red Agent may
thus input the actions and short-term objectives to Force and specify
which actions may be modified to achieve the objectives.

One of the RSAC design options is detcrmining the balance of ac'
tion specification by the major agents vetsus the amount of optimiza'
tion by Force. In the early develoPment itages we expect that detailed
specification by the agents will be considerably easier than program'
ming general optimization nrles into the Force Operations Agent.In
latei versions, it may turn out that a locally optimizing Force model
will substantially reduce communications between modules and lower
uhe agent processing requirements.

Force also has the responsibility for execution of actions dqring an
actual game time advance. The NCL passes the fully specifid actions,
projected outcomes, and expect€d Blue nesponses to Force. Force then
executes the actions and monitors the results, notifying the Red NCL
rf an unanticipated event occurs. firis execution function should be

the least demanding of Force's responsibilities.

SYSTtsMS MONITOR

The Systems Monitor updates the game clock, calls for major agent
moves, and maintains game records.[4] This is only for "real'time"
operations, when the conllict is actually progressing through time.
When time is frozen aud the Red Agent is in the look'ahead mode, the
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agent itself must handle all timing functions internally. The Red

.+!ent must therefore maintain a record of the following activities
during look-ahead operations.

. lted und l3luc nptions constdercd.

. Options selectcd, discarded, or used as back'up'
o Assumptions held for later checking.
. Goals accomplished.
. Move times.

The Red Agent will store all of these records as tags on the script
actions in its database. The Systems Monitor must store similar infor'
mation about operations during actual game time advances. The Red

Agent will subsequently access this information'

HI,JMAN INTtsRFACE

The supervisory anatyst or the Red Agent operator mttet.be able to

designate a point in the script, request a summal? of the syst€m

statis at th;t point, ent€r new parameters or rules, and view the

implications of those changes. fire following are some interactive
functions necessary for supporting such operations:

. capability to halt a run at any time or condition. This re-

quire" 
"st"blishment 

of menus or interactive graphics for
jpecifying locations within a script, along with means for sus-

pending and resuming Processes.
o Capability to change Agent charac'ters, nrle entries, or sys-

tcm paraneters during a run' and executc sPeciqc actions'
. CapaUitity to query the logic behind a nrle. fire analyst

should be able to view the chain of assumptions leading to an

action. This requires backchaining of the nrles that fired
leading to the aclion, responses from Force and Scenario, and

snapshots of the Red world Model (at least those portions

relevant to the action).
. Capability to request sensitivity analyses of key strategic

and tactical factors. The analyst will often need to observe

the projected sensitivity of outcomes to changes in initial con-

ditions, actions, and other variables.

The first two functions are essential to operation of the prototlpe
system. The initial code will be developed with these functions as

rntegral capabilities. The third and fourth functions, explanation
."p"bilities and interactive sensitivity analysis, are somewhat more
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diffrcult, requiring extensive development for useful operation. We ex-
1rcct to incor?orate these capabilaties in the last phase of our develop-
rrrcnt cyclc (scc Scc. Vl!.

Even the initial three functions will require a very facile interface,
able to display the curent problem solving situation and system
{tatus. The tlpes of displays planned include the following:

. Graphic situation display, shciwing military forces, move'
ments, targets, controlled areas, and engagement outcomes.
Separate displays should show the actual situation, the Rcd'
filtered view of it, and the Blue-fittered view.

. Textual situation display, showing conflict characteristics,
matching of scripts, branches and slots, curent goals, re-
sources in each theater, and operations being performed by
the Agent now active.

o Script status display showing in tree form the current posi-
tion and time, the point in the move cycle, all currently via-
ble options, and the queue of upcoming activities.

o Graphic sensitivity analysis. Plot of outcomes against as-
sumptions. fire assumptions may be discrete (e.g., use con-
ventional, chemical, or nuclear weapons) or continuous
(number of MRDs in attack). The outcomes may similarly be
discretc or continuous.

The first tlAe of display is already present in the Mark I and II
;ystems. The second and third tlpes of display, showing the analysis
itatus, will be similar to that developed in various decision support
;ystems (see, for example, Refs. l3 and 25). An augmentation to the
;ystem status display would be the listing of rejected options with the
reasons for their rejection. Then if an a$umption leading to rejection
rf an alternative proves to be false at some later point in game time,
lhe operators would be able to resurrect the alternative. The last dis-
clay t1pe, graphic sensitivity analysis, will be produced latc in the
Cevelopment cycle and will be quite specific to the area of strategic
planning.



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PLANNED WORK

The automatcd Red Agent we have outlined is rather ambitious' It
is essentially a goal-driien branched script system. capable of close

iit"iaction *itt t o-"n experts. The system is designed to perform

both information gathering and action selection, represent uncertain'

ties in the environm"it, prlai.t its opponent's responses, model differ-

"rri 
a""irionmafrini styies, and coordinate activities in multiple

theatprs.
we chose a script-based methodology for this endeavor because

,.ripL 
"mciently 

iepresent complex time-sequenl{ sets of actions

;;ip-d;;; fairiy transparent dicision behavior. In fact, convention'

"irti"t"gi. 
planning often uses war plans closely resembling scripts'

Of *[,E!; tfie Red igent must do much more than simply follow a

*""a sei of scripts. it mrrst maintain an evolving, uncertain situa'

tir;;i;;el, predict Blue and non-superpower responses to iLs ac-

;i;;;, and revise it" pf""t untit its goals are met. In many ways, the

ii"Jiglit is building a game rree, specifying, refining,.aSd evaluat-

iig ii.il-ilioir o"t1o1" 6o"t" of action becomes favored' The process

;i;ildirg t*E decision tree is nondetcrministic, and the Red Agent

must schedute a number of competing processes, such as time calcula'

lio*, Uorr.t ct oi.es, -ove tests, evaluation procgsses-' action modifi'

cations, and opponeni modeling. We have outlined some strictly

,"q""iii"f 
""d 

i,.i-" f.nowledge-iased procedures for scheduling these

processes.'-ft:" piopo."a Mark III system should result in substantially im'

p,o,"a.p"'to'-",,." over the Mark I and II versions, although pos.

,iUtV"tsomecostsinspeed-andincreasedsystemcomplexity'As
shown in Table 3 the proposed system will increase transparency over

pi"uious versions ti;;g[ the-use o{ryrints, its three'level design (al'

lowing compartmenAliiing ofknowledge), and its augmented human

i;;h. Flexibility will 
-be 

imptoved by paraqeterizing manv as'

pectsorthescripts,"'nongthemthetimingandspecilccharacter.
iJ.r of branch .t oi."r, 

".1io1 
sloLs, and evaluation points' Military

d;il *itt U" f,""afJ.ore directly at the theater and tactical levels

and *ill include modeling of many subjective variables (opponent

"will," intentions, 
"t".1. 

tt-" Mark Itr system will also directly model

ttr-oppoi"nt ani will systematically altcr its actions when projec'

iior,"'irrai.ate that intcrim or final goals will not be achieved' The

al
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system will also adust its model of the oPPonent when its expecta'

tions are not brne out. All t}is is not without cost, of course. We may

pay for the increased depth of analysis with speed.t The design calls

ioi l"rg" numbers of interactions with Force, Scenario, and Systems

Monitor.

-U.""* 

of differen0 design confiSuretions and suPlort requinEmenE, it is not clear

"t 
th;;i.e *t itt er ttri U-arf Itr iyatem will bG tlow€r than the Mark II eystem.

Iio-r"-"nt" in ttre computing cnvircnment indicstc that with the same depth -of
Ii['yri,'ili-ttl*[ tn iyiL, Jould be muc]r.faster than the Mark B. Howevcr' the

"iiifiiiilfit."ild" ""6"iated 
with e oompnehensive Mark III analyeia m8v r€Eult in

a slower resPonse tlme.
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BASELINE SYSTEM AND DEVELOPMENT PI.AI{S

our design for the Red Agent begrns with development and demon'

stration of'a baseline system (tcrmed the Mark IU.l), followed by an

evolutionary program for development and testing of the mature

Mark III systcm. The Mark III.I, intended for testing and refinement

of our design concepts, will be intermediatc in scope betwqn the cur'
rently op"tltiott"l ivlark II (pattern'based) system and the final Mark
III systcm. For example, it will exhibit the following enhancements:

we perceive the Red Agent to be an evolving system, acquinng

expertise through close interaction with human exPerts. The initial
ryit". will be 

-loaded with scripts for a limited number of conflict
types and geographic areas. Its behavror will be highly deterministic.
capturing onli a- portion of the uncertainty present in the environ'

ment, thi opponenl responses, and the intelligence inputs. As the sys'

tcm matures, great€r po*et and fidelity will be achieved through data

inputs, rule changes, and control structure evolution. In the next two

.".tiorrr, we describe a proposed baseline system and an evolutionary
plan for development.

. Automatpd allocation and (redlocation) of resources to
tleaters and fronts.

. Automated allocation (and reallocation) of resources to the'
atcrs and fronts.

. Explicit, scripted modeling of Blue's actions'
o Gaming simulation of Red and Blue moves in look-ahead.

. Automitcd goal checking and backtracking'

The following paragraphs describe these Mark ltr.l capabilities in
more detail, a[ong *ith-additional functions planned for the later,

more completc Mark III system (primarily a more comprehensive

form of uncertainty representation, multiple command levels, struc'
turally equivalent ited and Blue Agents, and more extensive facilities
for explanation and human intcrvention.

Identifying Candidate Andytic S'ar Plans

This is the first operation by the Red Agent when confronted with
an initiating situatibn-it must identify AWPs (as defined by a set of
primary anl ancillary scripts) appropriate for investigation. This is
ione before any look-ahead operation and relies only on information
derived from ihe situational conditions and queries to the Force
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Agent. In the Mark III.I version, this is expecigd to take.the form of

;;;i-;"t";"t"a pio""6. TL" Red Agent-will attempt to match if'
it "" -f"r to the circumstances and use the resulting matches to cue

;il;;;ifu, who will then accept or override the AWP rankings. The

iatcr Martc III version will more fully automate this process, using

essential and optional conditions to cull unacceptable AwPs and

-"f." tradeoffs a.ot g the remaining candidates'---titr" 
*ill also be-tifterences between Mark III.I and Mark III in

the-iodularity of scripls. The Mark III.f wilt frequently resort to

monolithic rrcripls r,huispccify rtctions and branches for a number of

tt.",t"o and force types.tland, naval, air). Use of a few such scripts

simplifies matters comparyd *im 1 more modular approach using

;;i;p"rate scripts, as the scrlpE internally represent all coordina-

tions betrveer, "r"* "nd 
fo"."t. SLch hrge, specialized scripts are dif'

ii."ft t" generalize, t o*r"""t. Entire new scripts usually- have to be

ryr,if,.riria for any'variant on the conflict. The mature Mark III sys'

ti- *iff rely to a much greater extent on small, modular scripts,

;l;h -"v-U. linkJ toietfler to handle various tlrye of conflicts' We

i-p".'t r"Jt Uuitdine Ulo-ck scripts to require many nrles for coordina'

tion.

Automated Resource AndYsis

InSec.Ill,wedescribedhoweachcandidateAWPmusthavesome
means of ensuring "alq""t" 

force levels that will achieve its goals'

itiis entails determinini ttre force ratios requjre fot each area's oper'

ations, translating thei ratios into required R4 I*" levels on the

[ii*r"*"-"a-gl""terensi"e force levels, checking to see if ade'

quate Rcd forces.r" "ir""a, 
available within the specific areas, and if

;h"y;not, moving foi."t ftop neighboring areas. This force alloca'

tion analysis may 
"'ff-Ur 

done befori an action or, es in the planned

rra"rr iir.r implimentation, a pre-planned sequence of..allocations

;;UGt d. f. *ri,,i-ple priced-.re the Red Agent wi-ll use rules

tolougfrf, estimatc ih;;.irdfi force levels, and then p"{oro, a look'

"|""a-*i[f, 
lt4, ll2, 3t4, e1*,,. of the needed forces, until the goals are

met. This hit-or-miss method should minimize the number of nrles

i"J"a for estimation and movement of forces. The mature Mark III
;t;; *,itt "t* 

u"rify its force allocations through look--ahead but

iitt p"rfo"- " 
.*tr'.or" .o1npletc allocation analysis beforehand

il ;ill ou, specific rules for reallocating forces in the event of fail-

ure.
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Using Look.ahead for AnalYsis

Throughout our discussions, we have emphasized the importance of
look-ahead as a technique for testing the potential value of a war
pl:rn. Thc Rcd Agcnt lxrstululcs itn itcLion. cxitmincs possiblc Bluc

,""pon""", poStulates Red actions in response to these, and so on. We

have also jointed out that look-ahead can be simple or complex. The

Red Agent may look only one move a}ead, assume a single Blue re'
.,pon*l and evaluate Red prog1ess. On the other extreme, the Red

Agent may examine all possible Blue responses, assign-pr^obabilities

rc1ach, 
"nd 

loot several moves down each branch, finally folding the

tree back to determine the best action (or the least risky, or probably

most successful one).
The Mark III.I Red Agent will tend toward the former, simpler

methodology. The Rcd egent will look several moves ahead but will
consider oiiy ot. Blue risponse to any action, the one that best fits
the situation. Red's Blue, in making the best fit, will not perform its
own look-ahead. Also, ttre Red and Blue Agents will act in a lock'step

fashion. Each will know all the actions oPen to the other, and when

those actions might be taken.
The mature Mark m Red Agent will be much more flexible. De-

pending on the lvan, the Red Agent will examine one or many Blue
r"rpons"t to each of its actions. The Blue Agent will, in-a cornplemen'

tary fashion to Red, be free to perform its own look'afieads. Among

othlr things, this will require Systems Monitor to maintain a number
of situation databases. There will have to be a database representing

the actual situation, a Red-filtcred viewof the astual database (updat'

ed with each projection from Force and Scenario during Red look'
ahead), a gtui-nit€red view of the Red-filtcred database (for Red's

model of Blue), a Blue-filtered view of the actual database (for Blue
look-aheads), and a Red-filtered view of the Blue'filtcred database (for

Blue's model of Red). Each of these filtered views should be a "mask'

rng,' of certain elements of the original situational database.

Move Sequencing

This is an important part of both the look-ahead process and the

actual game progress. Control will be given to Rid, Blue, and Sce-

nario bi.,waking up" these agents when it is time for them to talce an

action. 
-This 

process should be different for the prgtotlrye and final
Mark III systems. In the prototlpe, after the Red, Blue, or scenario

Agent erecutes an action, it will simply enter into the daabase the
.o-nditiorrt for it to assume control again. Ttrese conditions may be
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strict times (at 0600 on D - 10) or they may be situational conditions
,when force ratio reaches 3:l: when FEBA passes Teheran). Force or
Systems Monitor will check these conditions and wake up the appro-
priate agent when there is a match. The mature Mark III system
should expand this to include a wider range of wake-up conditions-
when expected conditions are not met, when key conditions are un-
known, when a certain time has passed without event, etc. Also the
different agents should be able to activate each other directly. For
example,If Spain (modeled by the Scenario Agent) sends a message to
Blue of its intcntion to change combat qtatus, it will also send a mes-
sage to Systems Monitor to wake up the Blue Agent after the appro-
priate interval.

L.caming

fire initial Mark trI.l Red Agent will exhibit several rudimeutary
forms of learning. It will adjust its behavior when its projected out-
comes do not match its goals and it will change its assumptions about
Blue stratery if Blue behaves in an unexpected manner. Later im-
plementations may incorporate more complex forms of learning, such
as automatically altering the normal branch or slot choice after dis-
cover? of a successful modification. The system may generatc the
modification from the automated backtracking procedure described
earlier, from analogic reasoning,[26J or from direct e:cpert input. Also,
when the NCL determines that its model of Blue is no longer accu-
rate, it may use the information to automatically change the faulty
rules used to identify Blue charactcr.

In summary, the initial Mark III.f R€d Agent will be a highly sim-
plified vension of the Mark IU R€d Agent described in this report. It
will embody the key automated functions of the Red Agent system
Cesign but will not have the potential flexibility, power, and appli-
cation of the final system. It will also be used solely for development
pur?oses. The later versions will be used for substantive analysis and
education.

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

We e:rpect to have a closely joined developmental and experimental
crogram. fire initial implementation of the system will be limited to
a specific geographic area, with hard situational information and
iock-step opponent responses. This implementation will be used pri-
narily to test the structural robustness of the prototlpe system-the
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ability of the Red Agent to execute a script reliably under several
distinct situational conditions. During this initial period, shortcom-
ings of the system will be handled by interactive modification of the
rules, paramet€rs, and control stnrcture of the Red Agent.

Stnrcturally, the prototlpe Mark [II.l Red Agent will be composed

:f the following elements:

o A dotabase maintaining Red's situation estimate, cunent
processing status, models of Blue and other involved coun'
tries, outcome projections returned from Force, and analysis
history. This database may be entirely present within the
Red Agent or portions of it may be accessed from databases
maintained by the Systems Monitor.

o Rules for tlu NCL, ACL, and TCL functions. These sels of
rules perform the problem solving functions of script selec'
tion, resource allocation, script application, and strategy
evaluation. fire rules will not actually reside in separate
modules in the prototlpe system but will be organized in the
form of a main program and subroutines.

. Inurfues with Scenarb, Force, ond Sysunu Moninr. The in'
terfaces will pass such data as the current Red situation esti-
mate, Red and Red's Blue actions, and evenLs to be

monitored. The Red Agent will frequently query the other
agents regarding projected actions and outcomes.

o Interfues with supentisory hwnan analysts. These interfaces
will allow human intcrvention at each step of the analysis
cycle and will produce limitcd erplanations of the reasoning
and implications of each choice.

The initial experimental plans, using the prototlrye Mark III.l con'
iguration, will be concerned with varying the situation conditions-
brce levels, time periods, political conditions, alliance structures, etc.
Ihese conditions will be varied but still held within the range of the
rvailable scripts. The conditions will be known with certainty by the
3ed Agent, as will the Blue resPonses. We will develop these scripts
+ith a specific problem and lvan and will tcst them by comparing the
.esulting actions with actions recommended by experts on Soviet mili-
ary decisionmaking.

We foresee the next stage (again with the prototype configuration)
o involve a wider range of behaviors but still to assume a known Blue
'esponse to each Red action. The conflicts will broaden to multiple
:heaters with the associated coordination problems. Escalation will
rccur through several weapon levels.<onventional, chemical, and nu'
:lear-with deeper look-aheads than in the initial phase. Different
.vans and Sams will be tested, with the acsumed Sam changing dur'
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ing a conflict. In this phase, the system will still operate on hard
information. There will be no uncertainty in the force situation, sce'

nario responses, calculated outcomes, or intelligence inputs.
The third phase should introduce situational and intelligence un-

certainty along with completcly equivalent but asymmetric Red and
Blue Agents. The Scenario and Force outputs will have associated
conlidence ratings that will be incorporated into the Agent's belief
systems. The use of unconstrained, complementary Agents will neces-

sitate development of rules to avoid problems of deadlock and cycling.
In this phase, we also plan to develop and test a full range of interac-
tive explanation and sensitivity analysis capabilities.

A full-scale experimental study is possible following the completion
of the full human interface and the incorporation of the automated,
complementary Blue Agent. The experimental variables should in-
clude situational conditions, look'ahead depth, criteria for move
points and evaluations, and form of the Blue model. The system per'
formance should be tcstcd against expert performance. The experi.
mental program with the mature Mark III system should also include
secondarT evaluations of systcm performance in the areas of sensitivi'
ty analysis, force deployment aiding, and stratcgy analysis.

DESIGN CHALLENGES AND TECHNICAL RISKS

The Mark UI Red Agent design proPosed in this report is a novel
and technologically dilficult one, combining approaches from several
different areas-scripts, production systcms, and goal-directed search.
This design assumes near-tcrm answent to many questions, some of
rhem already raised in the previous sections. The most important
r;uestions concern the depth of modeling, forms of uncertainty rePre'
sentation, modularity of scriPts, and modeling of Red/Blue asymme'
rries.

The first of these questions, depth of opponent modeling, concerns
rhe number of layers necessary for effective adversarial decisionmak-
rng. We initially plan to implement a Red's model of Blue, but we
must also consider the need for a Red's Blue's Red. The problem of
representing and analyzing the process of deception argues for the
latter, more complex opponent model. The choice will require further
analysis and system experience.

The problem of uncertainty representation, discussed in Sec. trI and
.{ppendix B, is extremely difricult to solve analytically. In fact, many
artificial intelligence systems have required development of "custom"
procedures for representing, updating, and manipulating beliefs or
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Jncertainties.t42l The RSAC developers must decide whether to pro-
luce a simple ad hoc system using heuristic rules for updating uncer-
:ainty estimates or to develop a more comprehensive and formal
;ystem indicating the degree of support and denial of propositions,
rlong with some means of dealing with data contradictions.

The third question, concerning the degree of script modularity, is
rrimarily a problem for the nrle writers rather than for those imple'
nenting the stnrctural elements of the system. Two difliculties are
rresent-how to coordinatc multiple scripts in a campaign and how to
nove at any time from one script to a completely different one. The
'rrst problem is simpler, as such intcrscript coordination should just
.ntail timing of actions along with checks to make sure outcomes of
rne script do not violatc bounding conditions of another. The timing
rnd checks will have to be written with sulficiently general conditions
.o allow coordination with many other scripts. The second problem,
:hanging scripts in mid-campaign, is more difiicult, as it requires
:hecks on the situation, progress, resources, and other factors. [f these
:onditions do not match those necessary for the new script, the Red
\gent must consult nrles for adjustment. The nrles must be sufli-
'iently flexible to allow entry into the new script at any of a number
rf points. Again, experience with a variety of script tlpes will be

recessary before firm guidelines for script writing can be established.
Questions concerning Red/Blue asymmetries are probably the most

'omplex issues facing the Red Agent and the RSAC. For simplicity, in
he report we have emphasized the Red Agent design issues. In fact,
he structure described must also model the decisionmalcing of the
3lue Agent. Strong differences are present between Red and Blue in
he form of offensive and defensive posturee, dilferent tlpes of goals,
rmounts of reliance on planning time lines, and degree of centraliza-
ion of authority. We should be able to accommodatc these differences
vithin the Red Agent structure described, but validation will require
mplementation of unconstrained, complementary Red and Blue
\gents, a strp late in the planned development and tcsting cycle.

Finally, the extensive analysis required of the Red and Blue Agents
vill alfect the response time of the system. Even with most of the
oding in a fast language, some tradeoffwill have to be made between
nodeling detail and processing time. For example, the early im-
,lementations may be able only to model conllicts at the strategic
evel. Also. the rule writers will have to put a greater emphasis on
rroducing intelligent rules for initially selecting actions (pattern-
natching to the situation) than on frequent look-aheads and back-
racking. Well-written nrles for fitting an action to the situation
hould be substantially more time-eflicient than exhaustive generate-
tnd-test search techniques. Again, resolution of these issues will re-

;uire experience and testing.





Appendix A

ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR RED
AGENT AUTOMATION

This appendix compares the applicability of various problem solv-
rng techniques for automation of the Red Agent. As mentioned in the
rntroductory section, there are many criteria for selection of an appro-
priate technique. The system design should be multilevel (able to han-
dle both strategic and tactical operations), transparent, repeatable,
rational (act in a manner both logical and consonant with expert
.;trategists), able to model opponent actions, and capable of represent-
rng time-sequencing and uncertainty. At the same time, the system
must be realizable. It must be able to run in real time and interface
with the updated Force and Scenario pnograms.

We have examined many existing methodologies for problem solv-
rng that might be applicable to this problem. Among these are search
'"echniques, production syst€ms, script-based approaches, decision
rnalysis methods, and pattern classilication techniques. In the follow-
rng sections, we will describe each of these techniques, analyze their
:otential for use, and propose a hybrid technique for implementation
.n the Red Agent.

SEARCH

Search is the most exhaustive of the problem-solving techniques.
lere we define the possible set of statcs for the situation, operators for
noving from state to state, and evaluation functions determining if
.he goals have been met. The special technique of game search [8, 9J

nay be necessary because of the presenoe of an opponent. Game
,earch differs from non-opponent search techniques (means-end
rnalysis-MEA-backtracking, heuristic search, among others) in
hat it emphasizes producing best responses to an opponent's move,
rnd the quality of a strategy depends only on the terminal result, not
,n the cost of the path.

The nongaming search technique of means-end analysis is fairly
,traightforward. Here the difference between the curent state and
he goal-state is calculated, and the best operator for reducing this
Iifference is chosen.[21] If the best operator is not immediatcly appli-
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cable, its unsatisfied conditions are established as new subgoals. Vari'
ous heuristics are used to organize the subgoals and reduce search

overhead. Carbonell [26J also extends this tcchnique to include rea'
soning by analogT: A solution sequence that is successful in another

similir jroblem may be transformed to apply to th9 new_problem. In
rhis way, a set of prototypical Red strategies may be defined for key

situations and thln systematically transformed to operate in the

+ituation in question. As yet, though, this technique has not been

applied to any real'world problems.'i 
second tlpe of nongaming search applicable to Red's decisions is

neuristic seartt. Here task-dependent information is used to mini'
nize (1) the cost of search required to obtain a path to the goal and (2)

:,he costs of the path itself.[8, 9J At the risk of possibly missing a

;olution, we may accomplish some speedup gsing special pruning
iechniques. This technique and MEA normally do not take the oppo'

:lent's t"spontet into account, so these tcchniques could result in ac'

:ions predictable by the oPPonent.
Game search does take the opponent into account, using such tcch'

rigues as minimaxing (choosing the option with the lowest Red gains)

,nd nlph"-Beta (pruning those options whose provisional evaluations
rre dominated by another opl.ion). Although these techniques are ex'

-remely flexible, they have many problems. look-ahead may be re'

luired over many decision cycles, resulting in a combinatorial
:xplosion and long processing times. The procedure works only if
:here is a good terminal evaluation function specifying the strenglh of
:he position at any point. Also, the program must be able to represent

rll intcrmediate states on the path to the goal.

There are additional problems with both the game search and non'

laming methodologies. Each situation and action must be e:glicitly
.,rpreJntcd. Actions made by dilferent groups must be coordinated in
,ome fashion. Time is not normally representcd, as an action simply
.akes place when its triggering condition is present.[r2l Finally, the

)rocess is not particularly transparent. It is difticult to see how a

:onsistcnt stratcry emerges from the sggregation of many separate

loaldirectBd actions by each theatBr or functional group'

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Knowledge engineering syst€ms are often based on the organized
rse of cond-ition-iction oi production nrles' Each distinct situational
.ondition is associated with an action sequence.[2?J These rules en'
.ode knowledge about situational conditions, about how the situations
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change,orabouttheeffectsofgoal.orientedactions.lnformationre.
garding sequencing and evalualion ate often implicit in the rules'
"-ii" ""Jrintage Jf condition-action nrles is that they can encaPsu'

h;;";; iJ;;encititiv and transparently.[28] A set of. nrles can

;;d";i;;il;;tilt i[" ne"d for iepresenting intcrmediate states

or specific goals. A production system simply consists.of a collection of

.i"iiti"i-""Aion -i"r, a work space -representing.the 
environment'

and a contrcl .".rriiit. f rri rri" rules can even be incomplete and

still function adequatelY'[29]
The organization Irriie" in knowledge sources can be very flexible.

The nrles o, t 
"r"-r**.iatcd 

confiderice ratings, such-as those used

in MYCIN.tl6l Th;;i"t 'n"v 
be organized hierarchicallv' as in

ii'EAlidt-ufiat H"r" kt o*lidge sources examine eltities at one

level and hrpothesize or.o"rrrr, tlose at another level. The rules may

be used in a forwJ;ir;i;iE fashion from agsumptions, in a back-

;;;"i;;, dil-E"'o er"ts, gr by middle-chaining from "is'

i*;;;f hdf"o"rJ"i"tiiif trt" rules can even have metanrles that

il;tth;-""t"."a"iG ;i rh" normal nrles, determine if the antece'

J";;;; t- difncuit to evaluatc, and distribute processing resources

accordingly.tS2J
Inourapplication,thenrlesmighttakethefollowingstylizedform

shown in Table e.rlv"ry 
"ornplex-nrles 

involving conjunctions of con'

ditions may be r"p""*rrLd inihe same way' Forexample' in the first

JL, itt" tint t miy be massing or attacking'

Certainty uatu"J; t "r"ti"t"a 
witS each nrle and a calculus

used to propagat€ irr"* ."rt"i"ti".. This faciliatcs development of a

orobabilisri. ,,,oa"i'oi-it " "it""tio" 
by the Red Agerrt. such a model

ffiu;il; #fiiil&iai"i *t 
"tr,ir 

to gather information or initi-

ate actions.

Table A.1

PosstslE Paooucllox Rutss poa Tecltcrt' PueNNlxc

<oblect> <aEEr ibuEe> <va lue> <act ion>

tanks

t rooPs

oass rn8,

orrlrfted

r('E I on 7

urrkttoutt
destrnagron

blue access

lnrtace 6ir atBack regron 7

reguesG rntelligence foraY

assume basrng request
messaSes !ranstn1r!ed
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The sequence of activities in such a production system is then as

follows:

. Access the cument goal tree for the Red Agent.

. Retrieve the list of nrles whose conclusions bear on the cur-
rent goat or whose antccedents match the current conditions.

o Order the testing of the rules using metanrles.
. EvaluatB the nrles.
o Set up subgoals if there is not enough information to evaluate

a rule.
. Continue until a oourse of action is selected that satisfies

most goals.

This procedure has the advantage of facilitating question-answering
because of its standardized stnrcture. However, time may be diflicult
to represent, individual actions may be hard to coordinate, the com-

pletesituation vector must be pattern matched at each move' and not
aU conditions will fit easily into the above format. Also, the incorpora'
tion of new rules may be diflicult because of the tlpically amorphous
stnrcture. Finally, game strategies such as minimax are not easily
incorporated into the rules.

SCRIPTS

A script-based syst€m is similar to a production system, -with situa-
tion matches triggering actions.t?] The dilferences are that (l) the
actions are much larger, connectcd sequences of operations with ex'
plicit time tags; (2) the control mechanism of the production system is
ieplaced by branching points in the scripts, invoking different
"tracks" in the scripts or different scripts entirely; (3) the actions spec'

ified in a script are refind by filling in slots a.fter the script is select'
ed; and (4) the script defines a contcxt, so that situation pattern
matches in the middle of a script need be made to only a few diagnos-
tic features.

A good example of a script-based systcm is POLIilCS.[6J Each ma'
jor stlategy (decoy, fall-back defense, invade, etc.) is represented as a

script. Thi slots in the script denote the specifics of the strategy. Both
thelcript choice and the slot specification are derived through use of
condition-action rules. The rules may specify actions to perforrr intcl'
ligence gathering, to infer the opponent's strategy, or to perform ac'
tions.
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The rules lor action invocation are composed of four Parts:

1. Trigger: These are rapid, inexpensiv" t"s-tt to check if the

rulf-is applicable. The tests are organizd as a discrimina'
tion network (sequences of yedno tests)'

2. If: These are more complex antecedents tcsted only if the

trigger conditions are satisfied. If the If conditions cannot be

evaluated, they are set up as subgoals

3. Then: This is t-he general action set, specifying which actions

to Perform.
4. Reirnement: Here additional and more specific condition'ac'

tion rules are used to ftll the slots in the script'

All of the other advantages of production rules-transParencyr

modularity, toleration of inconsistcncy, generality to new conditions,

;.-; iresent with scripts. Additional advantages are producing a

coorainatca, consistent resPonse in complex planning situations, hav'

iilth;;"tnol stnrcture implicit in the representation, and e:rplicitly

i"ir"t""ti"g time sequencing of actions. Ttre disadvantages are the

iJk ;f;"#ng in the action-selection, the requiremenF fgt eliciting
*.y a"Lifed scripts for each distinct area or function in the conflict,

and the somewhat inllexible r*poru'" a script produces for a given

situation.

DECISION AI{ALYSIS

Decision analysis is somewhat different from the above techniques'

The intcnt is to represent all major actions and their probabilistic

o,rt"o-"t in the form of a decision tree, and then to select the aetion at

each choice point with the highest e:rpec{ed gain. Alternate layers of

the tree indicate own and opponent moves and outcomes. Assuming

thet the decisionmaker can-elucidate all possible actions and coun'

teractions, can estimate probabilities and utilities of all outcomes, and

is rationai (the decisionmaker will always choose the action with the

ti;ffi;-p"cted utility), we c8n roll back the eadpoint values and

pick the best action.
Automated decision analysis Programs have been applied to tactical

prollemslr4, 33, and 341 
""a 

to intcrnational crisis problems.[13, 25J

bearl t9l'demonstrat€d that we can eugment the traditional decision

tree with an and/or goal-directed representation, resulting in a mar'

riage of MEA and decision analysis. His system, tcrmed a goal'direct'

ed lecision support system, is used primarily for automated elicitation
of decision "ir-amesj' Other specialized techniques use probability
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ranges instead of point estimates l35l and probability influence dia'

gra-s in place of decision trees.[13]
The emphasis in decision analysis is the choice of the best course of

action aftcr atl alternatives and outcomes have been explicitly repre'

*"t"a. we start by defining the tree of actions, resPonses by the other

agents, and outcomes. we t-hen must specify the conditiona.l probabili'

i[. oio..rrrrence of the outcomes and their values (according to some

gou n,".tion). When this is all established in tree form, we can:

Integratc new information by updating the 
- 
outcome

piol-"Uifitio according to Bayesian or other methods'

b5*r" the best intclligence gathering option by performing

a value-of-information calculation'
Choose the best action option by rolling back the tip node

"rat,r"tio* 
to the curent noot node (as the scenario ptu-

gresses, we move through the tree)'

a

o

a

If the actions open to the Red Agent satisfy th9 reguirements of ad'

arif rit,, .iif it, indepeadence, etc]demanded by decision_analysis, this

can result in a comiletc and well-supportcd analysis. Unfortunately,

.""i pfifems do not lend themselves to this format. Also, the ap-

;;[;;diie" t"rge amounts of subiective input, which mav require

revision as the ,."n""io Pnogresses' Ma"y of the other. techniques de-

scriUea are much mot" i"tslmonious in their processing, as they re-

;;J only the most piomising portions of the option trees to be

Jf""ia"t"d at any gru"i time. Finally, decision aualysis is primarily a

mechanism for comparing alternaii'es, where here we frequently

;;;g;;;r"tor of "it -itir"t. In the RSAC systcm, the emphasis is

oi t""t""iq"es for generating plans that are tobust, efftcient, and reli'

able rathir than on .e"*-ltot comparing fully specified plans that

dilfer along those charactcristics'

PATTERN CI.ASSIFICATION

TheMarklandllRcdAgentsdidanearestneigh}orglt"htoaset
of piot"typical situatior,. i-"pptoximately ag11 i-n all). This approach

had several shortcomings. Ii-seems unlikelY, for example, that the

same set of d.imensionaf weights should be appropriat" q all situa'

;ir*. it would probably be Settcr first to define the major class of

situation-attac-k, retreat, resupply, etc.-and then attempt to use a

specific distance metric within that class. In this way the distance

*"igt G can depend on the general situation. Some distances may not

erei make sense in a giveri situation and should be deleted from the

vector.
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Even so, the simple selection of a course of action based on a pattern-

is limited to situations in which a single response is.appropriate' If
coordination of actions over time is necessary' a script'based approach

would be called for. If specific objectives must be met, a simulation

look-ahead with an opponent model may be necessary' Finally' to

specify an action for each possible distinct situation. an unmanagea'

;i; ilg;.;;b,.t of actioni and patterns would be needed'

cHoICE OF A TECHNIQIJE

The demands of Rcd Agent planning quickly naltow down the set of

,r*n t techniques. Ttre 
-complexity and time coordination require-

ments make intractable the- fine-grained approaches 1t1ch 
as game

.""".t, production systems, and pittcra classification. Similarly, the

;t;d decision analvsis approaqh tequiTt,fl-.t* T:* stnrcture

"iJ-"fi.iAtion 
of pa"a-etc"s (values, irobabilities, attributes, and

ilp;;.; *"igt t"l. tte only technique that aPPears-to be capable of

i"i**"ti"g th! complex, time-seque.nced actions of the Red Agent is

thl use of-scripts. S"ript" efriciently and transparently-.show the

pi"gr"*i* of a.tior," and branching under changing conditions that

it aiactcrize t5e actions of a mqior Power. Scripts maintain a context,

so that situation -"t"u"g is much less cumbersome than in some of

if," ott "t 
met5ods. Still, 

-EcriPts mnst be augment4 UV simulation'

u.""a r*r.-ahead to ensure that the Red Agentls-goals are.met by the

;lr;. If not, the syst€m must use production rules to modify slots in

,'i;;;t;r to "[;; an entirely new script. firis use of a hvbrid

i,","i l"ing both scripts and simulation appears necessary because

of the opponent situation.- 
n"r""r.frers have dealt with some analogous problems by mixin-g

production systcms *iit ott "t 
problem solving techniques. PROS'

i,BCtOn t36j has used production rules and semantic network reprel

,""Lti*r, ""a 
HE-ARSAY-II nses stimul,s'resPon* frames instead

"i 
ri.pf" t"igge"ini conditions for its- rules{f 8l Similarly, productio:r

nrles have U"eo coi iined with simulation. A simulation'based look'

ahead program can determine the future situation resulting from an

action,'eviluating the potential gains or losses. Wesson [12] success'

i"if, 
"""a 

this afproach to explore the set of possible actions in air

traffrc control.
we can also augment our proposed combination of branched scripts

and simutation-bised look-airead with use of an object"oriented simu'

hlir" ilgg;te. Here we view each element in the Rcd Agent (air'
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craft, radar, ground forces, etc.) as an actor t37l or object' as in

Sfrfef,f,telf]tget DIRECTOR,[39] or ROSS.14g] ROSS, for example,

oses names to define an object and represents dependencies between

objects using constraint propagation, The objects can Pass messages'

p"'rfO-t decfsionmaking-tuiing condition'action rules), and execut€

actions. The ROSS simulation, currently of air penetration, oPerates

at sereral levels of abstraction and produces easy-to-understand

gr"phi. 
""tput.[40] 

Distributing the. problem'solving capabilities

i"iio tf,""tcrs and-units in this way should provide a more realistic

format than a centralizcd organizaiion, although at the expense of

increased comPlexitY.



Appendix B

I,'NCERTAINTY REPRESENTATION AND
PROPAGATION

Uncertainty is present at all stages in the execution of warfare and
rts elfects must be represented in our script-based models. The princi-
pal sources of uncertainty in the Red Agent are the following:

o Initial situation estimote. The set of conditions describing the
situation at the start of the exercise are a priori estimates.
The estimatcs of force levels, enemy location and movement
times are all estimated wit} some uncertainty.

o Messogesltntelligenae obout tlu situotion. New data come in
about the enemy situation and are used to revise the situa-
tion estimate. The information may be inaccuratc, outdated,
or nondiagnostic.

. Qwlity of fit of Blue responses. The predicted Blue action
may only poorly fit the situation present. We may estimatc
the likelihood of each Blue response using its goodness-of-fit
to the situational conditions.

. Model colculation unceriainty. When queried about a specific
situation, Force or Scenario may return several possible re-
sults, each with a different probability.

Some of the other sources of uncertainty will be ignored, such as the
puality of fit of the Red script or the possibility of execution errors.
l'he Rcd script uncertainty is unimportant because the Red Agent
nust at some point choose one script to follow. Altlough execution
trrors are easy to model, they do not add to the understanding of the
rtrategic planning problem; they simply increase the randomness that
nust be modeled.

All of the items of uncertainty may be e:rpressed in tcrms of point
rrobability estimates (e.g., probability of success = .60, probability of
ailure = .40) or as probability distributions (probability of loss of x
.hips = F(x)). Either of these may be revised with new information
at least approximately) using Bayes's law (see Ref.4f for a discussion
,f the required conditions). For example, if the a priori estimatcd
rrobability of troops massing is known and the message "troops Been
n sector x" comes in, and the conditional probability of (massing/
roops seen) is known, then the revised probability of troops massing
S.
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P(massing I troops seen) = P(massing) . P(troops seen I massing)

P(troops seen)

More general schemes for updating propositions use probability in'
tcrvals Instcad of vatues, reliing on the Dempster'shafer theory of

evidence.t42J These .pptoa"hes moaet the amount of support and

denial assigned to eacti proposition and have mechanisms for han'

dling inconsistent data.
de uncertainties with respect to prediction of Blue response and

prediction of engagement outcome cascade together. the.outcome Pre-

diction assumes some Blue resPonse and thus is a conditional proba'

bility. we can approximately derive the probability.of each Blue

i"rplr"r" from its goodness-of-ht to the situational conditions (see Red

*rfli"tiol of BluJ Responses). fire probability of each possible out'

come is an output of the Force model. we csn then calculate an ex'

,".,"d value foi a Red action by summing the products. of the Blue

Gp"r* probabilities and their e:rpected outcomes, multiplied by the

value of the outcome:

EV(actioni) = P 
I PGlue resPorup k I actioni) . P(outcome m I k)

. Value(outcome m)

Some special problems arise with respect to turcertainties with
time. Action or event times may be expressed as ranges, within some

confrdence level (see Ref. 43 for a discussion of this problem)' During
look-ahead over several moves, such ranges will have to be linked to
give a worst case estimate. Also, matching of situational conditions to

Iime critcria becomes probabilistic when time ranges are used' For

"i".p|", 
assume that ihe activating condition for an aetion is that

troops must be in position before 0?00 and the projection says the

troops will be in position betrreen 0100 and 0900, then the probability

of satisfactiott of the condition (assuming uniform probability along

the time range) would be .?5. We expect that a fitting representation

of such tcmiral uncertainties in combination with the other uncer-

tainties present in stratcgic analysis will be an extremely complex

problem,'well beyond the scope of this Pport. Much of the work for the

hnal Mark III systcm will deal with this problem'



Section III described the use ofessential and optional conditions for

deciding on scripts, choosing between branches, and performing con'

tinuatiin tcsts. 
-Recapping 

bti"fly, the essential and optional condi'

tions act quitc differently for thesc tests. The essential conditions act

as filters, detcrmining tlrose options that satisfy all necessary condi'

tions, which ane spe"i-fr"d in a binarT yes/no fashion; they are either

,.t i"r"a or not. TLe optional conditions, however, are invoked ifsev'
erai candidate options satisfy the essential conditions' The optional

.oiditiot t contriLute to the value of an option and so should be intcr'
vat scaled and weightcd in importance. Both goals and-costs may be

"igt"i"t"a 
in thiJ fashion by changing the siep oj the costs. The

*fign-1"a aggregate value is then used to select the best option:

Value (option j) = I w;A,,

where w, is the importance weight of attributB i-and d i1 lhe level of

attributc i present with option j. (Notc that both the weights and at'
tributc levels are normalized to the 0 - I range')

ltris model assumes that the attributes are independent and their
effects are additive. Even if these assumptions do not strictly hold, the

additive formulation is generally robust to discrepancies.l4{l A more

!*erat multiplicative iodel isralso applicable-, but the relationship

6"t*""r, the factors becomes less transparent than with the additive

formulation.
so-" of the optional conditions may simply be extensions of the

essential conditions. An essential condition for an atteck option might
be a"ailabitity of at least three MRDs within 100 km of the line. The

optional -""iur" might measune the additional advantage of three to

,i* MRDr, with three MRI} having no additiond effectand six MRDs

having an additiond effect of 1.0.
The aggregate value of the optional conditions may be used to esti'

mate thEioJdness-og{it of the possible Blue responses and in turn to
estimate ihe r"spon." probabilities.lhe probability of any response R

could be calculated as:

APPendix C

GOODNESS.OF.FIT CALC ULATIONS
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P(&) =
v(&)

> v(L)
n

where V(&) is the aggregate value of response &, and R- represents

all possible resPonses.



Appendix D

SCENARIO FOR A THEATER CONFLICT
IN THE PERSIAN GULF

This example scenario (referred to throughout Sec' III) concerns a

Red invasion and o"i"p"tio" of lran -with 
a deliberatc phased commit'

menr of forces. The ;;;;;, drawn from winnefeld and Levine,t4Sl is

intentionally simpliiied to illustratc specific- functions of the Red

i;;il. ih;ughout the conflict, both rhe Red and Blue Agents are

assurned to be risk-a;;;, and the emphasis_ is on sowiet tcrritorial

Gffiiti";options;;i;i;;i* cor.-elr of the analysis is in look'

ahead.
The sitration begins with the following conditions:

o Ample Red forces are available in the area'

o Intelligence,h;, the politieal and military status of Iran to

be in hrrmoil.
o Blue land Jii r,"r"t forces in SWAsia are below critical de-

fense levels.

ConsideringtheemphasisonthePersianGulfarea,Redhasforrr
script choices, as shown in Fig' D'l'

Red chotce

Scrrpt A

OccuPv
Northern
lran only

Scrrpt B

Occupy
all lran

Scnpt C

OccuPY
all ol

Persran Gull

Scrrpt D

Abort and
only suPport

rebels

Fig. D.l-Red script options at begiruring of scenario

6:t
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The Red Agent's lirst step is to check the essential conditions for

each candidate script. The Red NCL immediately prunes down the

options because sevlral essential conditions for scripts C and D are

n'ot satisfied at D - 30.r Script C fails as it requires gx'eater Soviet

forces than are currently available, along with a reduction in Blue
RDF capabilities. Scripf D fails as it would be invoked only if the

Iranian government is perceived to be stable, much larger Blue forces

are in place in SWAsia, or NATO commits to participa_tion in the

conflict. All of the essential conditions for scripts A and B, however,

are met (at least those that can be checked at D - 30). Red must

assurne some futnre conditions, such as the following for Script B, to

be tnre and tag them for latcr testing during the look-ahead:

. No Blue commitment of forces before D - 13'

. No military role by Turkey before D - f'

. Red Control of Northern lran by D + 8'

Ttre Red Agent then makes the choice between scripts A and B on

the basis of their optional conditione:

Script A:
l. Blue naval forces between three and fotrr carrier battle

grouPsatD - 30.

2. Iranian military resistance behpeen Dday and D + 10

will be moderate.

Script B:
l. Blue tactical air forces in swAsia are below two tactical

fightcr wings.
2. Iranian military resistance between Dday and D + l0

will be light.
3. Blue Naval forces now behreen one and two canier bat-

tle groups.

Again, we must defer some of the conditions for latcr testing. As-

t -rirg it "t" 
to be provisionally tnre, Scrigt B receives a hlgher eva-l'

uatiori(see Appendix C for the specific form of the goodness'of-fit

calculations). it€d selects script B to follow and tags script A as the
first alternative.

fire NCL sends the appropriatc actions, time-tagged goals, and allo-
cation of forces to each area oommand. Ttre script lists which theatcrs
are operational in this tlpe of conllict (Eastern Enropean and South'
west Asia), specific goals for each theater, theatcr Priorities, the ac'

tions that pertain to eacb theater, necessary force levels for the

-tFo, 

b.-rity, only the failing conditions arc notrd hcre'
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(:ampaign, and the current drstribution of forces in and adjacent to

each theater.
Once the resources are allocated, the two ACLs beginat the initial

rime (D - 30) and trace out a scenario in look'ahead' Script B calls

for several actions at D - 30. The swAsia command must mobilize

"ia 
a"ptov its force in the Transcaucasus and T\rrkestan regions' The

Eastera do*p""n command must alert its Warsaw Pact forces in the

E;;;G; it 
"Lt"r. 

The NCL must send messages t{ NATO and Blue

aboui beginning a scheduled military exercise. Each action has slots

lbr refine-ment.-The SWAsia command, for instance, must decide how

;;;y;;p. to mobilize and deploy. The NCL must similarly calcu'

i"t"'t t 
"" 

'to 
send the messages to NetO and Blue' Filling these slots

iirofr"r the use of production nrles associated directly with the ac'

tion:

Force SPecification:

Ifthe roa& are open in the Transcaucasus and lranian forces

,r" u"to*r 2 divisions in Khorasan, then deploy 3 MRDs in the

area, otherwise dePloY 2 MRDs'

Time Calculation:

If the deployment of Red forces in the Transcaucasus is com'

pt.t"d, **"it Z days and sen-d qre-sslgef-to NATO and Blue de'

scribing Red's actions as scheduled military maneuvers.

once all the slots for an action are filled, the AcL sends the action

to the Force Agent for simutation. The Force Agent relu1ns the ex'

;il "ri""-"! -athe changed situation estimate to the Red world

LJef. Red updates its model-and moves look'ahead time fonvard to

the next action.
The Red Agent assumes Blue to be risk-averse and following a de'

fensive scripiusing conventional weapons. Red checks the conditions

i"i ".U*r 
*itt in Ihit Bl,t" script. The Red mobilization and deploy'

ment at D - 28 ."t h"" the conditions associaEd with a set of Blue

"itio"". 
Red's model of Blue initiatcs the actions, mobilizing and de'

pi"Vi.g its forces at D - 28 and sending messages to a host of other

[o""iii"" (Spain, France, Portugal, Eg1ryt, etc') requesting basing

pii"if"g"" th" 
.r"rponses 

to tt ese. messag€s -will determine the

itott pt--t".t and extcnt of Blue opposition to Red'
'-piorn D - 27 to D - 14, Blue and Red continue their deploymertts

""a 
r""a additional messages to each other and to their allies' The

messages are sent to Sceuaio, which in turn generates mgssa'eg a1d

takes ictions in response to the projected situation. Scenario sends the



messages to Blue and Red and sends the actions to Force Operations'

No brinch points or continuation tests are found before D - 14.

ei p _ il to, before, if enough countries send early responses to

rhe basing requests), Blue will choose among three branches: ( l) mini'

iorrr-r"tionse, (2) phased mobilization and deployment of the RDF

;;;ft-J6i;v-#nt firce), and (3) immediate and strong RDF deplov-

-"nt. ThL first branch would be chosen if all Blue allies refuse basing

oi-io ,rot answer the message. The second branch would be chosen if
some countries-such as Sfain, Portugal, and Eji:fpt-- €rant basing

;;i"G;;; if R"d prosrg; has been slowed. The rhird branch is

ihosen-if all countries giie basing permission, allowing a prompt Rap'

iJO"pf"y.ent Force t[pf'l response. For this example, let us assrune

ttrat gtut chooses the phased mobilization option'

At D - 13 the mor! ietu"t s to Red. Red now has several branch

.h;;;;. The Red f,ist choi.e is a rapid invasion, usable only if Blue

ao", 
"ot 

receive basing rights in timi and does not quickly deploy the

nor. n" Red second-cho-ice is a three'phase deliberate commitment

of ior."., beginnin! with a rapid advlnce in Northern Iran with

,"U*q"""t cinsolid-ation over that area, and a final series of attacks

;b"gE;Z"gro.. This option i: y*d if Red expects Blue opposition to

U" iia"r"t"Iand it has'a flexible timetable of 30 to 60 days for con'

;;i.-n ; final Red opiion is a slower timetable version of the second

;;";.h, used if a strong anti-Red coalition exisLs. A continuation con'

dition is also Present at D - 13:

If there is a NATO commitment to the conllict, tcrminate the

B script 
"nc 

tr" control back to the NCL (presumably the

NCL will revert to the fall'back D script)'

Assuming Blue has chosen its second branch option and intelligence

does not indicate a NATO commitment, the Red _secondbranch option

i" i""o*a. Both Red and Blue have several specified actions from D -
rstoD-l,includingRedhaltingsomeoftheRedmobilizationasa
i"1." "ig""I; 

Bl;;nl Blue deploying in the Persian Gulf and Egvpt'

Ag"ii,-riff of these 
".t6rrr """ 

tlfrt 
"d 

by filting in slots. After simula-

iii" UV the Force program, Red enters the projected outcomes into its

world model.
By D - l, many specific Red objectives and situational conditions

.,,,tu"met.Bluedeploymentsmustbelimitedinscope,Redforces
must be in position, andintelligence should indicate no escalation or

NATO invoivement. tt ir appears to be a good point for evaluation'

There has been 
",, "*t.",.g" 

of actions, there are many time.tagged

go"fr f 
""a 

situational conditions) to t€st, and previous choices may be

Iltcred. The tests to be made include the following:



b/

. There is no Blue deployment in lran by D - 1'

. lran is in military and political turmoil at D - 1'

o fitere is no NATO mobilization'
o gtue arra allies trat'e fewer than six brigades and five tactical

fighter wings in SWAsia at D - 1'

.RedForces"'"inpositionintheTranscaucasusandTurke.
stan areas bY D - 3'

If any of these conditions or goals are not met, a table look-up spe'

cific to the script is 
"s"a 

to dJtcrmine which action to modify' The

table entries are of the following t}rye:

IflessthanxRedMRDsareinpositionintheTlanscaucasus'
modify the mobilize'anddeploy action at D - 30'

The mobilize-auddeploy action might have back'up slots of mobiliz'

i"g *"""i t* o _ izi 
""a 

or mobilizing g lapgr. force..The swAsia

ffi;;;d tries each of these in turn, and reinitiates the process 9f
look-ahead and actioi."l".tion at that poi"!. If the ACL exhausts all

;i th" backup actions in this way and_still does not satisfy the essen-

iiA go"fr, it alerts the NCL. The NCL attempts a dilferent resource

allocation and if this iails re.rerts to the A script, as it is tagged as the

frrst alternative.
1.h; move analysis ends at this point because sufftcient evidence is

present to support;; d".y the Redscript choice and specify the initial

set of Red actions. Nol"rifr.t look-ahead is necessary. If the full set of

il;rffi ir -"t, the B script is chosen for invocation. If some objec-

;i;;; ;" unsatisfiJaiCott er scripts have not yet been investigated

i"u"t "r 
the A r""ipil, ttr"t script is examined next. Once the NCL

;il;;" script foi invocation, it requests the Systcms- Monitor to

"i""n."itt" 
simulation clock and perform t5e series of Red action

;ri*, 6 to trr" gi"; -or". Following the- Blue move,.Rd n"rro1"t
its entire analysis .;.i" unless Blue- makes t5e precise move Bed

predicted and the expected outcome occurs'
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